Student Hit by Car:,

Demonstration
Results
by Steve Harvey
Several hundred students from all
areas of campus blockaded Union
Avenue at 14th Street last Thursday
to draw attention to a hit-and-run
dN ident involving SAE Robert
Vevoda, and to the traffic problem
in general Vevoda, who was hit while
crossing Union Avenue Wednesday
night, sustained a broken leg,
stretched ligaments, multiple cuts
and abrasions, and some internal
bleeding. Released after three day's
treatment at Tacoma General Hospital, Vevoda will undergo testing for
several weeks to determine possible
damage of his shoulder and the cartilage in his knees. The demonstration, which lasted about two hours
and was covered by several local television stations as well as the
Tacoma News Tribune and KUPS,
was organized by Vevoda's roommate Marty Harrison as an attempt
to get publicity for the problem and
action from the City of Tacoma.
The section of Union Avenue near
the UPS campus, part of an arterial
which runs uninterrupted by traffic
light or stop sign for 15 blocks, has a
history of automobile-pedestrian
and automobile-bicycle probelms involving several accidents and near
misses in the past few years. UPS
Safety and Security Director John
Hickey, who is aware of the situation
and has discussed it with the city
many times, feels the problem is twofold. Negligent drivers who use the
street as a speedway are only half
of the story according to Hickey,
who notes that students who are
careless and cross mid-block instead
of using available crosswalks and
students who harrass motorists, for
instance, by throwing snowballs at
cars during the winter, bring greater
danger upon themselves. Student
drivers also contribute to the problem: In a "selective enforcement"
procedure run by Tacoma Police
Department after the accident—a
method of informing motorists and
surveying the degree of the speeding
problem—five out of ten speeding
motorists stopped in one 45 minute
period were U.P.S. students.

The City.of Tacoma has, for a
number of reasons, been reluctant
to install traffic signals. In addition
to the financial problem—the cost of
installing a traffic light runs to the
tens of thousanJs of dollars—the
amount of traffic on and number of
pedestrians crossing Union Avenue
do not warrant installation of a signal according to Al Tebaldi, traffic
engineer for the City. Tebaldi also
noted that installation of a signal
could actually increase the likelihood
of an accident since motorists
concerned with getting through a yellow light might pay less attention to
pedestrians. The intersection of
North 11th and Union is the third
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intersection on a list of priority areas
to receive traffic signals, but installation might be as far away as five
years due to lack of federal funds,
Tebaldi said. Street side reduced
speed of school zone signs, another
past suggestion of John Hickey, have
proven ineffective when installed in
similar areas, according to Tebaldi.
Tebaldi also mentioned the problem
of students jaywalking, noting that
Vevoda was not in the crosswalk
when he was hit, but admitted that
ung the crosswalk might not have
helped Vevoda anyway since he was
crossing in the dark. A flashing
beacon would provide greater visibility than a painted crosswalk,
Tebaldi said.
Tebaldi, along with three engineers and one member of the
cont.pg .1 7,col.1

Actors Coming to UPS
by Paul Grondahl
"All the world's a stage..." exclaims
Shakespeare, and next fall all the
UPS campus will be a stage. During
the week of September 30th through
October 4th, we will have the creative talents and intellectual insights
of four or five actors from the famous
Royal Shakespeare Company for the
campus community's involvement,
edification and entertainment.
This unique educational theatre
program (Actors In Residence) is
handled by the University of California, Santa Barbara in an exclusive
arrangement with the RSC. It was all
made possible through an allocation
of $10,500 granted by the Endowment
Enrichment Fund on the proposal of
LeRoy Annis, Professor of English.

Students gather on Union Avenue to protest a pedestrianlautomobile
accident which hospitalized a UPS student

The figure covers all costs, including
air fare and lodging for the actors.
Incidentally, Annis will be on sabbatical leave next year, but is doing
much of the planning and "will definitely be back for this." He is extremely excited about this program,
which has been implemented in 15
states, the District of Columbia and
Canada—at such places as the Kennedy
Center of the Performing Arts, Library
of Congress the universities of Oklahoma, Texas, UCLA, Northwestern,
Vanderbilt et al. The list of participating institutions (some have had
the troupe come more than once) is
somewhere over 40 at this point.
There is both a faculty and
cont.pg.17,col3
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Dean of Students:

Selection Process Undetway
by Sue Egge

Gordon Verplank has submitted his resignation as Dean of Students. He will leave
University employment June 1, for "PERSONAL REASONS." Vice President Jim
Clifford, ultimately responsible for the selection of a new dean, began the search for
applicants with the following bulletin,(printed here in part) published in The Chronicle
of Higher Education on April 14, 1980.
Dean Of Students
Uiuveisity of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington
Applications are invitt d for the position of Dean of Students...
The Dean of Students reports to the vice president for student affairs. The primary
goal of the Dean of Students should be to promote the personal wellbeing and
growth of the students in hislher charge...
The areas of responsibility of the Dean of Students include the residence hail
program, student activities and programs, counseling and testing, health services,
student organizations, fraternities and sororities, orientation, judicial and disciplinary
procedures, minority student affairs, and the chaplaincy. The demands for significant
administrative ability and skills in the Dean's office should be important
considerations for the applicant.
The search is on. Students are exploring the methods with which they may best be
involved in the selection of the new Dean of Students. In the end, "the job of hiring
and salary falls to me," offered Clifford, adding "I will undoubtably consult my
boss." Clifford has also arranged to consult students and the faculty through
the organization of a Dean of Students "Search Committee." The committee is
composed of the following students: Dee Dee Watson and Rick Little; faculty
members Ken Rousslang of the Chemistry Department and Jim Sorenson from the
School of Music; administrators Wulfred Baur, Associate Academic Dean and
George Mills, Director of Admissions.
cont.pg .1 7,coi.3.
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This week has been a free-book return for the library at UPS.
AU students are encouraged to return library material without
the penalty of fine; and in an effort to be fair to those who
already accumulated fines, all fines and holds for this year have
been cancelled. Today is the last chance to take advantage of
this opportunity, and it is not likely to occur again for several
years.
Library books and medical costs have the highest inflationary
rates in this country. Over the past three years, Collins Library
has lost a significant amount of money in books never returned.
If only out of consideration for others, students should realize
that not returning a book can have serious consequences. Again
the opportunity is now available to return your books free of
charge. For the sake of others, please take advantage of this
opportunity.

Students' Chance to Make a
byTomCummings
Opinion
Difference
During the past year, there have
been several alarming issues that
directly affect students on every
campus, and particularly at UPS.
The perilous state of financial aid
for higher education, and our
University's investments in
corporations operating in South
Africa are but two such issues. Along
with rising awareness of the nature
of these problems, expectations of
student activism were also risen.
Unfortunately, student interest has
been little more than a yawn.
Regarding South Africa, we have
read for the last two years a number
of treatises prepared on the subject.
We have had time to ponder the
obvious enslavement of a country's
majority, to question the effects of
American companies, and, most
critical, we are now well aware of
our support and resultant impact we
have through our management
decisions. The writings of Bob
Rosner and Jeff Koontz testify to the
gravity of this issue; and their
combined knowledge represents a
virtual library of information. The
way is clear for any number of
students who might pursue the
impact of multinationals, or the
controversial uprisings around
punishment and death of South
African freedom fighters including
Steve Biko.
The mechanism for change lies
dormant within each investor's
portfolio. Once we begin to ask
what rights we may have as shareholders, and search for alternatives
to the total divestment of interests
in a firm, the full cost of South
African investment is unveiled. The
Trustees are ready -- through their
willingness to create an ethics subcommittee, numerous faculty are
prepared, and have even suggested
investment analysis be writtten into
the curriculum of the Business
Department. The only ingredients
lacking are a tew socially and
morally aware individuals.
If you have little interest in the
South African issue, then consider
becoming an activist for your own
livelihood by fighting the proposed
budget cuts on student financial aid.
In direct contradiction to the middle
income assistance act passed only
last; year, students stand to lose

collectively 140 million dollars from
the Basic Educational Oppurtunity
Grant Program. In the State of
Washington alone, we can say
goodbye to 1.8 million dollars.
Couple that loss with a new
proposed fair share program in
College Work/Study, the total loss to
70% of UPS students will be
significant.
Access to higher education will be
sharply reduced by these planned
budget cuts, and by resultant higher
tuition. Steve Leifirean, national
director of the Coalition of
Independent College and University
Students, is steaming over the Carter
administration's decision since, "A
BEOG reduction could drop 170,000
middle income students from the
program because their expected
family contributions would increase
beyond the limits of grant
eligibility."
Necessary immediate action is
being taken on many college
campuses. A recent letter received
from the Office of Management and
Budget, 0MB, and the Executive
Office of the President only confirm
the potential dangers to the
students. Carter has proposed that
BEOG and SEOG both be converted
to loan programs, payable 30 days
after the graduation, regardless of
occupational status. So, with a
declining job market, the picture
looks even more grim.
Support for financial aid can be
voiced through letters to your
congressmen, or by sharing your
concern with the Director of
Financial Aid at UPS.
The need for strong support in
financial aid, as well as supporting
ethical investment of our
institutional funds are two issues
resting on the shoulders of students
in higher education. Involvement
need not be on a grandiose scale;
but it is possible through small yet
significant actions taken by
individuals.
The reputation of this University is
at stake in the coming years. If
students will act decisively and
thoughtfully, it they will become
activists by action rather than in
name only, than students can tackle
the really pressing issues of this
University, and pursue the initiatives
taken by students now graduating.
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Editor's Note: As a followup to the recent article concerning Prof.
LeRoy Annis' promotion, the Trail is printing this petition which has
been circulated through the student body.
To:
Board Of Trustees
Philip M. Phibbs
Advancement Committee
English Department
Ladies and Gentlemen:
As students, we are concerned about the seemingly indefinite hold
placed by the Advancement Committee on Dr. LeRoy Annis' promotion proceedings.
Such a delay is in clear violation of the current Faculty Code and
represents, at the very least, a deliberate obstruction to Dr. Annis'
advancement. In addition, the excuses propounded by the Advancement Committee for the delay (notably, not receiving Dr. Annis' file
and waiting for new evaluation guidelines from the English Department) are among the lamest ever uttered. Such excuses reflect a state
of total inefficiency and chaos on the part of the Advancement
Committee and its apparently uninformed clerical staff, not to mention a
disturbing lack of communication among all the parties concerned.
Dr. Annis has, thus far, proved remarkably patient in not pressing
the issue, although such a delay is insulting and embarassing to him,
both personally and professionally. This concerted lack of action also
indicates a complete indifference of the school administration's part
to the value of qualified student input in teacher evaluations. It is a
definite slap in the face to several highly capable English majors who
have already written letters supporting Dr. Annis' candidacy for a full
professorship.
We would like to reiterateour recommendations for Dr. Annis'
advancement. LeRoy Annis is one of the finest English professors on
this campus. He is capable, well-informed in his field, and a real professional in the classroom. Additionally, he is a person of graciousness
and obvious integrity.
Dr. Annis will soon be leaving for a well-earned sabbatical. After
fourteen years with UPS, we feel that in all decency, it is high time this
institution made a deliberate effort to hear Dr. Ann is and expedite the
matter of his promotion in a positive fashion. The school administration should be able to recognize that Dr. Ann is cannot act on his own
behalf if he is not present to do so. By stalling the matter of his
promotion until after the academic year ends (thus rendering the point
moot), the school administration is again revealing itself in a highly unfavorable light. As students, we are concerned about the credibility
and general image of this university. We feel that the current school
administration can ill afford further unfavorable publicity.
Accordingly, we hereby request in the interests of common sense
and common decency, that Dr. Annis' advancement proceedings be
expedited in order to be completed by no later than May 23,1980.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely.
Jo-Ellen Sneed
Matthew Cain
Rebecca Vandergriff

Editor's Note: Approximately 105 students have signed this petition.
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The Thrasher

Controversy
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Opinion
At this moment, as we write this article, there is a strong possibility
that Dr. Steven Thrasher will be refused his tenure-ship. The decision
was to be made some time this week, in all likelihood on Monday, May
12th, but we are not sure.
For those who do not know Dr. Steven Thrasher, he is a young, dynamic
and promising associate professor at the UPS Business School. He
teaches a wide variety of excellent marketing courses.
Why should a skilled professor like Thrasher be refused his tenureship? We think that Dr. Thrasher has become a victim of:
-a new evaluation system;
-"tradition" within the Business Department;
-a general thought that the academic level of the UPS Business Department is deficient in comparison to that of the other departments.
The evaluation system, as we understood it, consists of the following
procedures:
-the individual faculty member submits an application;
-a recommendation is written by the appropriate department (in this
case the Business Department). The recommendation is based on:
teaching abilities, class observations by faculty members, student
evaluations, and inter-personal relationships within the department;
-a recommendation is then written by the Faculty Advancement Committee (a committee consisting of six faculty members outside the
department of the faculty member in question), based on: the
recommendation of department, additional information provided by
the department and information provided by the professor being
evaluated.
-Both recommendations are sent to the President who makes his
recommendation to the Instructions Committee of the Board of
Trustees.
The recommendations made at the various stages of evaluation may
either be in favor of granting tenure, or may be a negative recommendation against such a decision.
The recommendation of the Pjsiness Department was strongly in
favor of granting Dr. Thrasher s tenure. The Faculty Advacement
Committee, on the other hand, declared itself against his tenure-ship; a
decision based on their opinion that Dr. Thrasher lacks evidence of
professional growth. The importance of this professional growth has
increased considerably in the new evaluation system. It apparently is
even more important than the recommendation of the Business De-

partment whose evaluation basis has already been explained.
A great short-coming in the execution of this evaluation system (in this
particular case) is that Dr. Thrasher was never informed of this change
of norm values, nor was he informed of any lack of evidence regarding
professional growth. We are not aware of any notice ever having been
given to Dr. Thrasher, informing him of any deficiencies from neither
the Business Department not the academic dean, hence no specific
needs in terms of faculty development were ever indicated to him.
The "tradition" referred to has been in the internal evaluation process
by the Business Department. Almost every professor has consistently
been evaluated as being good or excellent without need for any real
evidence or proof. Due to this "tradition," the Faculty Advancement
Committee may view the Business Department's recommendation as
lacking credibility and legitimacy in their evaluation process.
That Dr. Thrasher was recommended for his tenure by the Business
Department while he was not recommended by the Faculty Advancement Committee implies that the standards of the Business Department differ from those used by the Faculty Advancement Committee.
This, combined with the general thought that the academic level of
theBusiness Department is lower than the level of other departments
and therefore must be up-graded, may also have contributed to the
increased importance given to the "professional growth" factor.
Therefore, such effort intended to up-grade the UPS School of Business
may result in the loss of one of its finest and most professional faculty
members.
The three above mentioned factors in combination with Dr. Thrasher's
so-called "professional growth" (a factor formerly considered only
one of several other factors in the total evaluation procedure) may
now result in the incredible refusal of Dr. Thrasher's tenure.
We feel that the loss of Dr. Thrasher with his great qualities of professionalism, excellent teaching abilities, practical and up-to-date
knowledge and application of theory would be extremely detrimental
to the business students, the Business Department and the greater
university community.
We are extremely troubled by what we perceive to be unfair inequities
in the process and hope such problems can be more carefully
examined by the entire community,
Mary Batterson

Leo van der Veen

Sign-Language --- "Another Way"
Strolling across the SUB you catch a fleeting glimpse of a strange
sight. Two students are intently engaged in conversation, however
they do not make a sound. These students are enrolled in Manual
Communication and they are learning the art of communcation through
visual images. They are also part of the growing number of people
learning sign language, the fourth most popular language in the
country today.
Although sign language has been around for centuries, it is only
recently that it has become accepted. In the past it was always
assumed that the oral approach, with its heavy emphasis on speech
and lip-reading, was the only solution to the problem of communication for the deaf.
Deborah Romano, in her article "Entering a Deaf World" (Mother
Jones, Jan. 1980), observes that, "the primacy of the pure 'oral' approach is
slowly crumbling under the weight of the new research that shows that
the acqusition of speech for the deaf child is not retarded by the early
use of sign. More people are coming to accept the view that though
the oralist may grow up knowing how to say things, those who have
been permitted access to every means of communication grow up
having something to say."
"It's more than just another form of communication," states Dr.
Norman Heimgartner, who teaches the course here at UPS.." It
provides an awareness of what it means to have a handicapping condition."
Dr. Heimgartner worked with deaf children in Colorado and it was
out of this experience that he gained his appreciation for sign language.
He has just finished a description of these and other experiences he
has had teaching sign language to both the hearing and non-hearing
impared. The manuscript is entitled "Listen to the Quiet" and he is
hoping to have it published in the near future.
Although Manual Communication was an immediate hit with the
students, there were those who questioned the value of the course in a
liberal arts institution. "People would look at this course as a play
course," observed Dr. Heimgartner. "However, anyone who has taken
the course will attest to the fact that it takes alot of hard work to
master the signs for the 500 words that we expect from our students by
the end of the term."
It is interesting to note that although learning sign language is just
like learning any other language, people tend to view it in different
terms. Just like any language, sign language provides an opportunity
for the creation of acommon ground so that two groups will be able to
communcate where previqusty.the,y
, co,uld.not. ; j,a1sp.
empathy with a new group of people whilealso providing a chance to

Dick Voskamp

Opinion
by Bob Rosner

gain a perspective on our own language. It also goes further than
many traditional "foreign" languages in the areas pantomime and
facial expression.
The key to sign language is that it creates a resourcefullness in
learning how to communicate and get a message across to another
person. Therefore sign language is much more than a way to enhance
communication with the 16 million Americans who have impaired
hearing; it is a way to learn and grow and not to be tied down with the
limitations of using just one mode of communication—the spoken
word.
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In Approval
To the Editor:
I would like to congratulate the
way you and your staff handled the
"bogus combat zone picture controversy."
I found Mr. Roger's letter to be
very valuable and I'm glad that you
chose to publish it over his objections.
I felt that he did have the right to receive a correction on the front page,
however I found it to be extremely
irresponsible for him to ask that his
letter not be published.
Under your direction I have found
the Trail to be informative, interesting, and most of all, fair. Thanks for
the valuable service you provide to
UPS.
Bob Rosner

In Disapproval
May 2,1980
To the Editor:
I must protest to what I feel is the
Trail's flagrant misuse of the right of
freedom of the press as exhibited in
the May 1st issue. In this issue, you
printed a letter of protest from a Mr.
Rogers and Mr. Musgrove. I noticed
in the postscript a request not to
print the letter. I also read in the
editorial response your reasons for
printing the letter as having to do
with informing the readers as to
what had occurred and also a
mention of how offensive you found
the letter.
Ladies and gentlemen, it does not
make adbit of difference as to how
offensive you found the letter; the
fact is, you were not given
permission to print it! I find your
reasoning for printing it extremely
weak; I'm sure that you could have
found another way to inform the
readers as to what the situation was.
Or is it that you feel the individual
rights are no where as near as
important as the rights of the
almighty press? This kind of thinking
on your part is obvious in that the
crux of the whole situation lies in the
fact that you printed a picture
despite the fact that even common
courtesy dictates that you get
permission from the parties
involved!
This "don't give a damn" attitude
of the
Trail
is extremely
irresponsible and a very poor
representation of the University!
Frankly, as a student, I find that kind
of representation "extremely
offensive and unprofessional" to use
your phrasing, and downright unfair!
Sincerely,
Maura J. Cullen
-Senior

BSC Incompetent
To the Editor:
In the Trail I read that the Board
of Student Communications had
made their selections for the next
year's media heads. I missed the
meeting on the 15th due to illness
and knew these selections had to be
made soon.
I missed every meeting concerning appointments and this is not due
to any negligence on my, part. The
BSC has several problems and thus is

what resulted in my missing those
meetings.
I received no notes, which I was
told by the chairman were sent out
after every meeting-so where were
they?
I tried every possible means of
contacting the chairman; I called
four days in a row and for whatever
reason my phone calls were never returned. I called one of the members
who claimed not to know anymore
than what I did. Now there is something definitely wrong with an administration when two or more of the
members are unaware of scheduled
meetings or events.
I feel two of the biggest problems
with the BSC are a lack of communication between members and a large
degree of inefficiency which can be
evidenced through my not being
contacted about the interviews.
Being a member of the BSC, I am
highly disappointed in the actions I
have seen lately of the chairperson.
Being a member, I do not app: 'ciate
being overlooked whether professionally or personally. I knew how
important media head selections are

Hubert and I are working on
methods to make next year's BSC a
better one; let's hope it works.
Back to Kathi's problem, I wrote
letters to all members about our full
board meeting and tentative (which
were actual) interview dates. She
did not attend either, and I received
a message after the interviews, when
I returned the call on two occasions,
neither of which found her home. I
have since sent her an agenda of the
next meeting. Mrs. Ramsdell in the
ASUPS office, as all involved in
ASUPS know, is knowledgeable of
all committee meetings, and a
simple phone call could be all you
need.
I hope in the future the issues
brought up in the Trail will pertain
more to the general reader. Thank
you.
Doug Bremner
Acting Chairman of BSC

Senate a Chaos
To the Editor:
Thursday May 8th I attended one
of those two senate meetings I have

Ctrrtri

and sincerely wanted to be there;
but since the whole event is over, my
only recourse is to bitch and hope
that next year's board does better.
As a newly appointed alternate to
nextyear's board,l will do my utmost
to see that the inefficiencies of this
year's BSC do not carry over and
some of these problems can be
corrected.

been to with the new administration;
it was a fiasco.
Little to no respect is given to the
chairman, our Vice President or to
non-senate members which were
mainly students. There was bickering, yelling, snide remarks, not all of
which came from senators; and in
general the atmosphere was one of
disarray not to be found in an organization such as the senate.

Kathi L. Williams

BSC Defense
To the Editor:
I am very busy right now with
finals coming, so it disturbs me that
something like Kathi Williams'
complaint about how I did not
notify her of a BSC meeting should
be so blown out of proportion. All
year long I have been watching this
sort of bickering go on in the BSC
and other ASUPS organizations over
issues that should never exist. When
people realize that the sole purpose
of these committees is to improve
life here at UPS, and not to act as a
battleground of egos, then the
University will have taken a giant
step.
I don't mean to complain, but I
have been fighting a losing battle all
year with a committee which, from
what I've heard, has been
disorganized and ineffective for the
past several years. I have taken time
to write letters on several occasions
notifying members of meetings;
nevertheless attendance has been
poor. After the resignation of Ross
Taylor, I was the only person who
would volunteer to be acting
chairman, and I have spent a lot of
time trying to improve upon the
organization of the committee. I
would like to use this space to
reprimand those faculty and
administration people who have put
out no effort, and to recommend
that something be done about the
problem before it's too late. Slim

The senators were rude, impatient
and arrogant, and I don't consider
these desirable traits for a body
whose main objectives are to serve
and represent the students. The lack
of professionalism is appalling. I
tried to address one senator directly
but he was so obviously intimidated
by me that he left before I could
finish and before the senate meeting
had adjourned thereby excusing
him. It was by no means my
intention to elicit that type of response. I feel a public display of immaturity such as this is unnecessary
and a hindrance.
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Senate Unfair
To the Students:
Last Thursday, the ASUPS Senate ap
proved a budget allocating $143,295 of
your money. I have three major problems
with what they did that I think you should
know about
My first arguments were with the struclure of the process. It was at best inconsistent; at worst nonexistent But in this area
steps have been taken. Slim Hubert and
certain members of the budget committee
have drawn up a new financial code so
that the whole process is now set out clearly in writing They deserve much credit;
the document is well written and alleviates
many problems. It sets out a new process
for submitting requests, criteria for evaluation, and a means to appeal decisions. But
it is one year too late to help those who
were stepped on this year.
Secondly, I question the philosophy of
the Senate towards clubs and organizations in general. It was my impression that
students benefit from organizations, to a
degree, by their mere existence because
they provide a variety of activities to
engage in. Having many smaller organizations with different orientations allows a
choice for students. Obviously the Senate
disagrees. One of the criteria for the budgeting process is: "number of students
participating in the organization's programs
per dollar spent for the program. This includes number of students participating
and the number of students served by the
activity or event"
It doesn't seem to matter what the costs
of the activities of the organization are-just
so much per head of membership, and so
much per head of those who come to
activities you put on on campus.
Therefore, in order to get much money
budgeted, an organization must have a
huge membership or else throw consistently successful all-campus events. Most
clubs on this campus are small groups of
people who share a common interest and
enjoy similar activities-not huge masses of
people who sponsor weekly all-campus
gatherings. I submit they are valuable as
small focused groups.
Finally, the Senate has taken it upon
itself to decide that if an organization has
connections with both an academic departrnent on campus and ASUPS, the department must fund them. They decided
this despite the fact that 'departments in
the midst of their own financial troubles
and refuse to shoulder the extra burden,
despite the fact that each of these are of ficially recognized ASUPS organizations,
and despite the fact of years of precedent
of ASUPS supporting suc academic endeavors. Suddenly organizations that have
been on this campus since these Senators
were in diapers are destroyed because they
don't like sharing the financial burden and
think the departments should do it Regardless of whether or not they should,
they do not And organizations which in
my opinion add much to this Universitydie.

Possibly, over the summer, the
senators will mature and develop
some professional attitudes which
will help them to cope with each
other and other people in the future.
Some type of improvement is definitely necessary.
I realize that the job isn't easy but
this group of senators must make
some positive changes if they expect
to accomplish anything next year. I
also want to apologize for any small
part I might have had in contributing
to the general chaos of the meeting
but this type of behavior fronsenators is inexcusable. As one 01
the students who voted for these
people I expect better for the future.
I would also like to comment and
thank those few senators who
remained level-headed and
openminded; too bad the rest haven't
yet followed this example.

Why don't you drop by the ASB office
and pick up a copy of next year's budget.
Do it before you plan any extracurricular
activities for next year-the club you may
want to join may no longer exist
The budget process went very smoothly
this year-but true democracy-which allows
for input from citizens-is inherently ineff icient Step down from Olympus for a
minute dear Senators and ask for reactions
from those you were elected to serve.

Kathi L.Williams

Judy Ledgeyqod

-

-
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Caution:

Greeks at Play

To the Editor:
Last Thursday afternoon, between
the hours of 3:00 and 5:00 p.m., a
group of students blockaded Union
Avenue at the intersection of North
14th Street in "protest" of a nonexistent flashing warning light at
that location. This action stemmed
from the fact that SAE's Robert
Vevoda was struck by a vehicle near
the intersection last Wednesday
night and sustained injuries which
required hospitalization.
In aiming my following remarks
specifically at the Greeks; perhaps I
am being somewhat unfair, but it is
mainly their concern and they
comprised the majority of the body
of protesters. Therefore, if they are
indeed serious about all of this, and
not simply out to score some
headlines and get their pictures in
the news or names in the paper to
tell their friends back home, then I
must laugh for several reasons.
First of all, is it a major problemtor
a college-age person to cross the
street? I don't think an able-bodied
19 or 20-year-old needs the same
precautionary measures as say a
youngster, senior citizen or
handicapped person, for obvious
reasons. That is, assuming the
dominant users of the intersection
(the Greeks) have the ability to use
mature judgment about crossing the
Ave. -- which leads me to my next
point.
On a sunny day (which has
become less of a rarity in Tacoma
lately), you can pretty much count
on the following scenario around the
intersection along Greek Row: the
sound of blaring stereos heard
blocks away, a veritable sea of
broken beer bottle glass that make
my Michelins cringe as they gingerly
plot their way along, an invasion of
whizzing frisbees, baseballs,
footballs and what-not as the boys
seem to find it necessary to exhibit
their athletic prowess by playing
catch back-and-forth across the
public thoroughfare, a group of frat
brothers congregating around the
open door of a sports car (exposed
to the street) and talking animatedly
with the driver, an occasional beer
bottle rolling into the traffic lane. I
sigh with relief as I finally crawl past
the Kappa Sigma house and can ease
my car back out of second gear.
During the short two-block interval I
have had to swerve several times to
avoid sharp shards of glass, slow
down to avoid hitting someone
retrieving an errant frisbee toss in
the street and switch to the outside
lane to keep clear of the
congregation around the open door
of the sports car. I didn't even have
the opportunity to think about
speeding; my Fiat was bogging down
in second gear at 15 m.p.h. Of
course that scenario may be a little
harsh because it was an account of a
sunny afternoon.
On a normal day the intersection
is still your basic social gathering
area. I can count on having to slow
down considerably under the speed
limit as a lollygagging clan of
sorority sisters meander across the
Ave., chatty and laughing, as if it
were not a thoroughfare at all and
they had all the time in the world to
ross, absolutely oblivious to the
pre1é'6futomobiles. Frankly,

the way that intersection is abused
angers me; it is not the Greeks' turf.
A warning light is a feeble substitute
for more adult discretion when
crossing the intersection and I don't
feel a light is necessary. As I said
before, if the "protesters" - and I
purposely use that in quotes - were
serious about the blockade, I must
laugh.
Jeez, how tough is it to cross
Union Ave.? I mean we're not
talking Los Angeles Freeway here.
There is certainly no obstruction of
view. That stretch is so long that it
takes a vehicle, when it is first able
to be spotted, longer to reach the
intersection than it does for Dylan to
drawl out his lyrics - we're talking a
real slow train comin'. There must
be a serious incapacity to get hit
with those odds and given the fact
that the street is not all that busy
(meaning there are sufficient
"pedestrian gaps") except during
peak hours. I would hate to suggest
any WWI (walking while intoxicated)
violations by those traversing the
intersection, but that notion
somehow sticks in my mind.
Just how dedicated were those
"protesters" to their cause? I didn't
see anyone chaining themselves to a
tree or purposely starving
themselves on account of this
burning issue. In fact, concentration
to this commitment lasted a brief
two hours as the first whiffs of food
being served in the tunnels and
slight rains sent the "protesters"
quietly scurrying inside.
Perhaps a more reasonable
alternative to a flashing warning
light would appease the genuine
concern of these radical, militant
blockaders. The IFC and Panhellenic could assign patrol persons
from their ranks - clad of course in
flourescent orange helmets, vests
and flags. Mark Gavin could run
interference or John Hickey could
arrange a Safety and Security
motorcade for each crossing. The
Greeks, since the concern is mainly
theirs, could hit up their pops for a
few extra greenbacks in their
allowance and start a fund to
purchase your basic overpass - the
standard economy model of course.
And to add an extra precautionary
measure, we could include a final
criterion to our admissions tests.
Have all those applying for
acceptance to UPS line up at the
intersection during rush hour traffic
and have them go for it! Get hit.
well. . . sorry, but you don't get in.
Scholarships could be made
available for the most stylish
crossings. Absolutely no second
chances.
My emphatic contention is that
the problem resides not in a nonexistant traffic light, but in the way
the Greeks abuse the intersection
and Union Ave. I mean, gee guys,
didn't your moms ever tell you not
to play in the street? I always
thought that lesson came
somewhere between playing with
matches and chasing parked cars.
So next time I drive along Union
Ave. (as I often do), I hope I can go
the speed limit and not have to
swerve or slow down to avoid
people playing in the street or
careiessly crossing the intersection.
All it would take is a little more
discretion and mature judgment. I'll
give you a tip. First (while standing
on theurb) look both ways - I think
I ert'dç;'look and listen as
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the signals from my kindergarten
training - step off the curb and walk
briskly (don't run!) to the island
dividing Union Ave.; follow the
previous steps to arrive safely on the
Thompson Hall side. Want to run
over that once again? No, you've
got it huh? Okay. Great. There
should be no more problems then,
right?
Paul Grondahl

Greeks Defended
To the Editor:
After reading the letter written by
Paul Grondahi pertaining to the
demonstration on Union Avenue it is
rather obvious he is anti-Greek. I'm
sorry ithas to be that way. However,
that is not my reason for writing this
letter.
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I am concerned about his twisted
and exaggerated statements
pertaining to the demonstration and
Greek life in general. It seems to me
you wrote a comical letter
slandering the Greeks instead of
writing a constructive and serious
letter worth reading.
Your first point that came to my
attention stated that most of the
demonstrators were Greek. You
seemed to ridicule this fact more
than anything else. The explanation
is simple: most of the students living
in the Union Avenue area are Greek.
There are a few independents living
off-campus in that area but very few
when compared to the number of
Greeks. We are the ones directly
involved with the traffic problem,
therefore the most concerned.
Thank you for driving slow on
Union Avenue; however. I believe
your reasons for driving slow
were exaggerated.
You claim
your car tires fear running over
broken beer bottles on the street in
the Greek area. This is a fallacy.
There are very few broken bottles
lying around. It is no worse on Union
Avenue than anywhere else in the
campus area. Broken glass, i.e. beer
bottles, is a universal problem.
You also state that frisbees,
footballs, etc. prohibit traffic from
operating smoothly. Sure, it
happens, but not often. You know
damn well you can drive on Union
Avenue at the normal speed unless
you're like my great grandmother.
Maybe you are.

Another statement you mentioned
was only half correct. It is true we do
play our stereos quite loud at times
but we are not the only living group
that does so. Stereo speakers
pointed Out of windows in AndersonLangdon and Todd Hall can be
heard rather easily from the SUB
and the surrounding residential area.
During Parent's Weekend this spring
a rock and roll band performed on
the Todd Hall lawn facing the SUB.
Needless to say, they were easy to
hear from a few blocks away.
However, is there anything seriously
wrong with that?. After all, this is a
University with young and energetic
people who want to enjoy
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jor problem that needs to be dealt
with: the danger of crossing Union
Ave. Our protest was not merely
Paul, you seemed curious as to
another Greek frivolity, it was an
why we did not chain ourselves to a
outcry about a problem that deeply
tree and commit an act of starvation
affects all of us, the student body.
while demonstrating Thursday.
In the past, employees of the UniWould you chain and starve youself?
versity have made the City of
I sincerely doubt it. We were not out
Tacoma aware of the problem of
there to suffer but to make a point.
Union Ave., with no action save the
To do this we felt the media would
painting of a crosswalk, which, as all
be the best way to emphasize our
UPS students know, goes unrecogdesires and we were correct. KSTW
nized by Tacoma's drivers. Why did
television, the TNT, KUPS, and
it require the injury of one of our
others were on the scene and later
people to affect a change? The
made their reports to the public. The
students of UPS determined not to
reason the denionstration lasted
let the incident go unnoticed, and
only two hours, which is quite a
made a peaceful display of their
while, was not because we ran back
feelings. Since then, I have met with
into our houses once we smelled
City nd University officials, and it
dinner being cooked (who, in their
appears that as a result of our show
right mind would abandon
of concern, there will be change
something important for school
or the better. We demand changes
food) but because we accomplished
now, a flashing yellow light is justiour goal; plenty of media coverage.
fied if it saves only one human life.
As a result of our protest the
The fact that our city fathers cannot
Tacoma Police have been keeping a
see this is saddening to the students
vigil eye on Union Avenue. The first
of UPS. Obviously a "school patrol"
night a police officer cited
is totally unreasonable—how can it
approximately ten speeding tickets
stop the cars that frequently fly
in one hour or one citing every six
through at 50 and 60 m.p.h.? And
minutes.
what about at night, such as the incident in question?
You may feel the demonstration was
This is a very serious question, in
silly but I do not. Too many drivers
which
there is no room for trivial
violate the speed limit and are
chatter about the immaturity and
unaware of any pedestrians,
lack of judgment of Greeks. We
especially at night. Your letter
aren't
interested in haggling over
ridiculed a demonstration motivated
Greek-Independent relations, but
by a hit and run accident which may
are only concerned with the dangers
not have occured had the driver
of
crossing a very dangerous Union
been more alert. It is better to
Ave., where Tacoma's motorists
increase the safety of the pedestrian
drive forth in excess of the existing
now before it happens again; it has
speed limits. All mature and conhappened in the past.
scientious students, regard less of
I firmly stand in favor of what we,
"group." will express his or her inthe residents of Union Avenue, did
terest by taking action now to proin an attempt to improve the
vide for a safer future at UPS.
pedestrian's safety. I hope more
progress will be made in the future.
Marty Harrison
Greg Jones
S.A.E.
SAl
themselves and music is one of the
primary ways.

Demonstration
Justified

To the Editor:
We cannot understand how any
person of humanity could "laugh" at
the tragic accident which occurred
on Union Ave. last Wednesday night.
Worn out prejudices of Greek life
really have nothing to do with a ma-
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In regards to the letter that appeared in theMay 1,1980 issue of the
Trail concerning a "fantastic
summer" working at the Y.M.C.A.,
we, who are former counselors,
would like you to become aware of
some of the problems we encountered
while working under David Doxtater,
the program director. This issue
came to our attention because the
article did not represent the actual
situation at the daycamp. TheIoI lowing problems were encountered
by the counselors:
Overhiring, leading to transferring of counselors to a distant
Y.M.C.A. daycamp, where they
received less pay.
Program Director was incompetent in training and organizing the
camp; this included orientation for
the staff and other various responsibilities.
Lack of adequate facilities for
the children to have a diverse and
holistic camp experience, this includes the Tall Timbers campsite.
No sheltered facilities for rainy
days.
Insufficient transportation for
the children and counselors.
Inadequate provisions for first
aid and safety.
Long working hours, with no
breaks and no lunch period. This
usually entailed working 55 hour
work weeks with no financial
compensation.
This letter is not intended to be
vindictive, but rather, to help you
make your decision about workin
for the South King County Y.M.C.A.
Sincerely,
Donna Mueller
Anita Porreco
Monica MikIos
Debbie Wank
Nathan K. Wright

Verplank Reviews Alcoho
Commission's Report
Below is the text of a letter Gordon Verplank has sent to the members of the
student alcohol commission:
I have read the report of the student alcohol commission with interest
and am grateful for your observations, questions, and suggestion.
After discussions with members of my staff; jim Clifford, Vice President
for Student Services; and Troy Strong, Chairman of the Student Life, Values,
and Religious Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees, I met with the
Executive Committee of the UPS Board on April 29. Tom Cum, lings joined
me in making a report on the work of the commission.
On my recommendation, the Executive Committee of the Board has
voted to reaffirm the alcohol policy adopted by the Trustees in 1976.
The 1976 alcohol policy is responsive to state law in forbidding the
clearest transgressions (for example, the sale of alcohol) while providing
students with the opportunity to retain individual responsibility for their
lifestyle. Substantial support for this position exists within the student
community as evidenced, for example, by a recent Trai/ed itorial.
The important observations, questions, and suggestions contained in the
report of the commission will receive careful consideration by the Dean of
Students' staff this summer. For the present, however, it is important that
you and all other students know that the Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees has voted to reaffirm the alcohol policy which was originally
adopted in 1976. Sale, including any exchange of money, tickets, or other
forms of barter of trade, is prohibited. As you know, the consumption, of
alcohol in public areas of the campus is also prohibited.
The commission's call for an educational program to undergird the intent
of the alcohol policy is, in my view, the most important recommendation
contained in the final report. I want you to know that I strongly support
your recommendations that the University promote the potential of
sororities and fraternities and a counseling program for residence staff and
student leaders which will help students in making intelligent choices.
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lbmmyPickworth!s
Med
ps to Creating

1hize-Wniniiig Mountain Fnsh
eer Arrangements

Competition beer arranging can be
a career in itself. The satisfactions
to be gained from it are many: the
pleasures of artistic creation, the
stimulation of striving in keen
corn petition. and the accumulation
of lots of dandy ribbons, plaques,
vases, and other trophies of .tory
to grace the entryway of thi. old
fraternity house or dormitc y hail.
Mr. Pickworth. veteran of veral
contests, offers thesesteps to
hopeful contenders in the Rainier
"Thirsty Month of May" Beer
Arranging Competition:
Get as thorough a knowledge as
possible of the general principles
of beer arranging. There are
dozens of books on the subject, as
well as classes offered by the
A.A.B.A. (Association of Amateur
Beer Arranging) at various
watering holes around the country.
Pay close attention to the rules and
regulations of every contest you
enter. Analyze the theme and
make sure your arrangement will
convey the proper mood. If the
theme is "Springtime Freshness:'
and you enter an arrangement•
using crumpled and crushed cans,
you're not going to win doodleysquat. The same arrangement,
however, might walk away with
first prize in the "Autumn Riot"
category.
Make a checklist of everything you
will need for the arrangement and
gather the components well ahead

of time. You may need to spend
weeks lurking around the
dumpsters of public houses and
fast-food joints in order to get the
best selection. If you plan to empty
every container in your
arrangement yourself, you will also
want to get as early a start as
possible.
It is advisable to make, a few days
in advance of your final
arrangement, a dry run. Assemble
the arrangement, using the
essential components. so that if
there are some details that do not
work out - and there almost
always will be you will-have a
chance to change them. For
instance, if your pickled egg keeps
slipping off the platform of bonsai
pepperoni, you can abandon that
idea before it is too late.
One final word: if you fail to win
an award, don't criticize or
threaten the judges - at least not
out loud. You do not want to get
the reputation of being a "kicker:'
Judges often travel long distances
to judge shows, and spend long,
hot thirsty hours on their feet,
judging arrangement after
arrangement. Annoying one could
be dangerous.
Well, good luck and good
arranging! May the thirstiest win!
And remember, it matters not
whether you win or lose, its how
many Rainier cans and bottles you
can cram into that arrangement.

There are tricks to all trades - beer arranging is no exception. Here are some of
Mr. Pickworth's Do's and Don't's for creating successful arrangements every time:
DO keep It simple. Resist the temptation to use every kind of bottle and container
that you have gathered. You want this to look like a pleasing arrangement. not like
a recycling center.
DON'T water the arrangements too often or too much. Some of the crispier
elements have a tendency to absorb water, leading to snack food rot, which can
ruin your arrangement.
DO steer clear of the more exotic ingredients that may be perishable. ifvouwant
the arrangement to last more than one day. A pickled egg left out in an arrangement for more than 24 hours is not pleasing to look at and gives ofTa foul aroma.
DON'T use a vase that is too large or small for your arrangement. It looks dopey.

Mr. Tommy Pickworth. designer of a prize-winning arrangement, is the current
Northwest Regional Beer Arranging Champion. President of the local chapter of
the Petrified Florists. Tommy is a relative newcomer to the art and is referred to by
his admirers as "The Lone Arran ger:' He rose to national prominence when he
began gathering and using only wild Rainters in his arrangements instead of the
usual hothouse brews, a technique which changed the face of beer arranging
forever. He likes the light, fresh. satisfying touches the Rainiers add to his creations.
Tommy is social chairman of a local fraternim and he sa ys that one tour of the
hallowed hallways after a successful function keeps him amply supplied with raw
materials for his fasci" .'jpo avocation.

Why not try your hand at beer arranging? So what if you are a rank amateur? This
Do not send actual arrangements. Photographic documentation of your entry
is your chance to enter the ring in a jousting match with fellow beer arrangers from
must be sent to Tommy Pickworth. Department of Beer Arranging. Rainier
colleges and places of higher learning all over the Northwest.
Brewery, 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134. on or before July
3 1st. 1980.
The Mountain Fresh Beer Arranging Competition Rules and Information
I. The theme is "The Thirsty Month of May:' or "Beer Arranging Hath Charms to
Winners will he published in the fall, with full credit, honors and possible
Soothe the Savage Thirst:'
consideration for late-night television programming, given to the arrangers and
their schools. Decision of the judges shall be final and judges may withhold any
2. The competition is open to students of all member colleges and universities of
award, if in their opinion an aff,ange1en sjist.toouglytobeJieve.
the A.A.B.A. (Association of Amate"r Beer Arranging) Pac Six division.
Raiptr Brw.int.Ci1 i npanv. Sea
4

4 44.44244
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Foreijn Languages
Classes

Masters 'Art Ex/bition
Three University of Puget Sound
Masters candidates will present an
exhibit of their individual works and
artistic styles--ceramics, photography and drawing--May 15-25 in the
Fireplace Gallery in Kittredge Gallery on campus.
A native of the Northwest and interested in art since her high school
days in Oregon, Karen Sheppard's
flower-styled ceramic sculpture
demonstrates her intrest in low-fired
nay bodies and glazes.
Native Tacoman Jamie Shepherd
works with photography, clay and
sculpture. He incorporates the
characteristics of each of the three
media into an individualistic, wellcomposed visual experience.
The third student, Nicholas Fabina,
combines shading and delicate
drawing to produce hidden images
scattered throughout his canvas.
One piece represents his style, featuring a man's face, a brick wall and
a withered tree stump, allowing the
viewer to explore and enhance the
art within his or her own mind.

Kittredge Gallery is open weekdays,
10 am to 4 pm. The free exhibit is
open to the public. For more information, call the UPS Art Department, 756-3348.
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Environmental
Awareness
Ebey's Landing National Historical
Reserve, a proposed 14,000 acre reserve in central Whidbey Island, has
been deleted from this year's federal
budget—it faces immediate subdivision and development. To protect
important areas within the reserve,
needed is at least half of the millior
dollars authorized by Congress in
1978 for creation of the reserve. Interested? Write to either Congressman Al Swift of Senator Jackson to
ask for their continued support of
Ebey's National Historic Reserve.
Have you heard of the Don't
Waste Washington Initiative 383,
sponsored by the Washington Environmental Council? 1) It advocates
prohibition of transportation of
radioactive waste into WA for storage after July 1, 1981; 2) exempts
medical wastes from the prohibition,
and allows formation of interstate
compacts for a regional storage site.
Needed are 160,000 signatures b's,
the end of June. Keep your finger,
crossed! And—get invôlved—vot
your OPINION!!

The Environmental Protection Agency issued an order the last week
in April to prohibit the manufacture
of chemicals before they were
placed on the market on the grounds
that they may pose serious .health
risks.

The chemicals banned are "plasticizers," used in a variety of plastic
products from garden hoses to floor
tiles to make them more flexible.
The E.P.A. acted because of
evidence indicating the new chemicals posed a cancer risk to production workers and could kill and deform fish once they got into the environment.
So far chemical companies have
filed 110 notices seeking to produce
new chemicals as required by the
Toxic Substances Chemical Law, implemented by the E.P.A. in 1976. It
may take time for bureaucracy to
produce, and in this case, it appears
to be working.

Foreign languages are becoming
increasingly important in Seattle. As
one of the major ports for the West
Coast, Seattle is at the center of a
growing network of trade,
particularly with the Pacific rim
countries. Many businesses are
finding that a knowledge of foreign
languages and hospitality customs is
essential.
The Language School of the
American Cultural Exchange offers a
reasonably priced program of
foreign language instruction.
Beginning, intermediate, and
advanced levels are available on a
continuous quarterly basis in up to
twelve languages, including Chinese
and Japanese. The courses focus on
comprehension and speaking but
also include reading and writing.
Located at the downtown YMCA,
The Language School is well within
walking distance of most downtown
businesses--especially convenient
for those who want lunch-hour
classes. We can also arrange special
classes geared to the particular
needs of your organization and held
in a location of your choice.
Our small classes (max. 15) offer a
friendly and supportive atmosphere
and guarantee personalized
attention to each student.
Summer quarter begins June 9,
1980. For further information please
call The Language School at 6826985.

UPS Security:

The System That Works
Safety and security is one department on this campus which,
instead of getting the credit and recognition it deserves, receives a
great deal of negative verbal abuse. Perhaps if students were more
aware of the broad scope of duties and responsibilities handled by the
department and of the genuine interest in the happiness of the students
the two directors, John Hickey and Mark Gavin share, the negative
banter could be turned into positive criticism.
First, a little about the department itself. As director, John is the
general co-ordinator of the Safety Program here at UPS. This encompasses accident prevention, fire prevention, inspections and worker's
compensations for injuries. He directs the University in order to reach
compliance with Federal and State Safety Laws, as well as monitoring
and taking on responsibility for all insurance claims and policies
related to the University.
Cohen Spedale, the Office Manager, performs all the secretarial
tasks in the office, runs the traffic program, the student insurance program, monitors the paper recycling, the general security account and
the lost and found department. And she does it all in a friendly and
efficient manner.
Mark, the Assistant Director, directly supervises the student
employees and is in charge of their scheduling and hiring. He is on call
24 hours a day and often serves as an intermediary between the police
and students.
Obviously, the department deals with areas outside of its four main
concerns: property damage, personal safety, law violations, and
community disruptions. But these four areas receive the greatest
attention. The five-channeled Tacoma Police Department Radios
carried by Safety and Security employees help to deal with problems
in theses areas. The person on-duty can call directly to the police, fire,
or emergency aid departments of Tacoma. The longest Mark has ever
had to wait for immediate assistance was a minute and a half.
The program is a success. PLU is currently attempting to adopt a
security program like UPS'. The US News and World Report reviewed
it as a commendable concept. The department can afford better
coverage using student employees instead of full-time security guards
because the cost is muchIess. Students tend to respond appropriately

Mark Gavin and John Hickey
to student-type problems and can provide security support even when
off-duty because of an awareness of problems. Spending University
money to help students and provide a challenging, responsible work
experience adds to the education process. And having students as
security personnel generates some community responsibility.
John Hickey, the industrious and hard working Director of Safety
and Security believes that "we've got a good concept system but we
need more work to get things running more smoothly." Both John and
Mark urge students to submit their ideas and to come in and talk with
them anytime. Like Mark says, "that door is open 24 hours. If I'm not
in, or if you can't come to me, I'll come to you." Problems, questions?
x3311. Let's give these guys our support and help them to make our
campus community a safer place to be.
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Opinion

Side By Side By Sondheim

Almost Makes It
by Paul Grondahi

I

Dan and Mimi participate in and win just
one of the Logger Day Weekend Events -Iceblocking

lorida U. Disc -- Course
University of South Florida students can now earn academic credit
for throwing Frisbees.
That doesn't mean, however, that
tossing the brightly colored discs on
the dorm lawn three days a week
will earn a student an easy 'A.' Frisbee students at USF have to tackle
written assignments and exams and
devise their own Frisbee game and
nine-hole golf course in order to obtain their two hours of physical education credit.
Acquiring the basic skills and strategies of disc throwing is a part of
the class and those entering will be

divided
into three
categories-beginning, intermediate and advanced.
The class has its own textbook--the
Frisbee Player's Handbook by Mark
Danna and Dan Poynter–and is
taught by two graduate students
who hold Frisbee Masters ranking.
The instructors say Frisbee is now
viewed as a sport, not a fad. And
one points out that Frisbee helps develop "cardiovascular fitness, kinesthetic awareness and body coordination."
And to think it was once just a
game.

A SPECIAL NOTE
To whomever stole my painting of Garth from Kittredge
gallery: you took something of great meaning to me. Please
return it to the Art Dept., no questions asked. I just want it
back!
Peanut Butter
(Katharine Briller)

STOP BICYCLE THEFT
WITH HANDS OFF

Stephen Sondheim's Side By Side By Sondheim is billed as a "musical
entertainment." The Inside Theatre production certainly made that claim ring true
last Saturday night, but other aspects of the show were not quite as worthy of such
flattering praise.
First of all, the idea of directors Tom Somerville and Dianne Winslow to place the
action in "Sondheim's," a New 'york bar, and people it with regulars who perform the
songs in this context, was a good one. These "customers" however, along with the
bartender supplying a sketchy plot via monologues, basically sang songs and did not,
for the most part, become the alleged characters in the specific situations of
Sonheim's brilliant lyrics. This seemed to be a discrepancy ii the effort of the
direction - to supply at least a notion of a coherant story line, rather than just a
musical revue - was not consistently projected by the actors becoming believable
characters.
I admit expectations of a dazzling, raucous and electrifying show, but instead was
most impressed by the more tender and delicate moments. The quiet songs were
polished and impactful while the rowdier tunes lacked punch. THEY SOMEHOW
JUST DID NOT EXPLODE WITH A CUT—LOOSE, LET—'ER—RIP ATTITUDE. The
performers seemed to be holding back a little and as a result, sold the rousing
numbers short. This problem may have resided in the fact that the predominatly
over-50 audience was completely morose. They gave little response or interaction
for the cast to work off of, merely clapping mechanically at the end of each tune.
There were exceptions to my assessment that the upbeat songs were generally
disappointing, though. Rick Hinkson provided the most powerful flash of energy in
his surly rendering of "Could I Leave You." Larry Hansen and Dianne Winslow
added a few other dynamic moments with their unique combination of talents.
Dianne and Larry had the most stage presence, best commitment to
characterization, strongest selling of their songs, but unfortuneatly, the leastpleasing voices. The company's work on "Comedy Tonight" was adequate, but
again, not really vibrant. Barbara Garratt slinked through the outrageous "I Never
Do Anything Twice," without hardly so much as a guffaw from the audience and so
just went through the steps with no reaction to play to. "You Cotta Get A Gimmick"
was a real slick bit of theatre, but suffered for the same reason cited above and
Becky Allen simply did not jump hard enough on the potentially frantic and
vicious "Another Hundred People."
But the former "Miss Lake Chelan" was queen of the abundant poignant melodies
which the production succeeded best at. Her performance on "Losing My Mind"
abounded with affecting emotion. Brad Coodson provided two beautiful interludes
with his solos on "I Remember" and "Anyone Can Whistle." Goodson, who doubled
as musical director, had the audience hypnotized with his smooth voice effortlessly
embellishing Sondheim's caressing music and lyrics. Brad, Duane Karna and Mark
Melin combined for tight timing and harmony in the gentle tune "Pretty Lady."
Charlotte Gates did a commendable job musing through Sondheim's biggest hit,
"Send In The Clowns." Debbie Hushagen in "Miller's Son" and Goodson and
Marianne Simpson in "Barcelona" contributed to the over-all, effective program of for lack of a better word - mellow songs.
Somewhere in between this division of the show, that I have been attempting to
articulate, were a few notable achievments: Duane soloing on "Buddy's Blues" and
teaming with Debbie on "We're Gonna Be All Right," "The Little Things" by Alita
Madland and Hinkson, and Jennifer Todd clowning through "The Boy From."

Let's get together
For one last blast
At the West End's happy hour
And reminisce the past.
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"Graduating this term?"
'What are you doing
this summer?"
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'Wow! Nice looking"
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Movie Review

Opinion

Coal Miner's Daughter has Ups and Downs
With the release of Coal Miner's Daughter, we now have two
film accounts of Loretta Lynn's life, between this one and Robert Altman's
portrait in Nashville, one has the choice of a bright view of her life in this
latest movie, and a dark view in the earlier one. There has been controversy about how truthful Coal Miner's Daughter is about Loretta Lynn's life.
The movie is a combination of fact, fiction, the fantasies of adoring fans,
and what Lynn, through her autobiography on which the movie is based,
would like us to think about her life. Loretta Lynn is a purely American
myth, as is our image of life in the back hills of Kentucky.
At age 13, Loretta Webb marries Doolittle Lynn; she is still a girl in white
ankle socks an short cotton dresses. By age 20, she has four children, and
has matter-of-factly put childish romantic fantasies of adult life behind her.
Soon after their marriage, she and Dooley move to Washington State, and
set up a displaced duplication of Kentucky hill life. But there is one
difference between Loretta and the scores of other tired, poor women who
keep making babies, have broken-down cars in front of their drab farm
houses, and listen to the Grand Ole Opry stars sing about their lives ("One
who's toddlin', one who's crawlin', and one on the way"). The difference is
that Loretta is a natural singer. With her husband as mastermind and
manager, she develops from a terrified performer in a Blaine, Washington
Country and Western tavern to the glamorous, poised First Lady of country
music.
The music in the movie is very good, and you don't have to be a country
music devotee to enjoy it. Sissy Spacek plays a convincing and likeable
Loretta. She does her own vocal numbers, and while her voice lacks the
depth of Lynn's, it has a good tone, with just the right twang and
combination of gay and forlorn expression. While Spacek and Lynn don't
look alike, they share the quality of striking, slightly odd beauty, which,
combined with strong personalities, make one stare in fascination. All the

other roles, including those of Tommy Lee Jones as Dooley, and Levon
Helm (former drummer in Bob Dylan's Band) as her father, are well-acted.
The Horatio Alger myth - even a poor coal miner's daughter can achieve
fame and fortune through hard work and talent - is so appealingly
presented, that even though I know it isn't true, I loved it. Lynn's life
represents the dreams of all those who yearn to leave dreary lives in places
like Butcher Holler, Kentucky. But then there is th€ price of success. (As
Jane Fonda said, for every swimming pool in Beverly Hills, there is a
psychiatrist.) Loretta moves from a drab home to a noveau riche garish one,
but the price is drug dependence, never seeing her children, and an
emotional breakdown in front of 10,000 people. The star becomes property,
protected by bodyguards not because she is a valuable person, but because
the house is sold out. A claustrophobic sense is created when, as her tour
bus speeds over the open miles, Loretta finds her emotional life closing in
on her.
We see another theme emerge when, with the switch of sex roles in the
marriage Loretta as the doer, Dooley the follower - he feels his
masculinity challenged. These are not new themes, and no great new
insight is achieved, but they are presented will, and the actors act so well
that they seem to be just people you know and want to empathize with.
The movie thankfully bypasses its many chances for exaggerated pathos,
and by underplaying these episodes, it also bypasses my cynicism toward
sentimentalized "warm, human, touching" stories.
The visual images throughout the film, especially those of dreariness and
lush beauty in Kentucky, are wonderful.
The film glosses over Lynn's reconciliation to professional life after her
breakdown. There are some questions about why her marriage survives.
There is a lack of central theme and direction in the movie. I will bravely
continue to resist the pressures of grade inflation, and give the movie a
solid, respectable B.

On Managing Your Investment

by Patrick Scofield

College is an investment. If your not fortunate enough to qualify for financial
assistance, you or your family could be investing as much as $30,000 for four
years at the University of Puget Sound. Tied into that expenditure are a group
of desired returns, differing for all of us. Some will be desirous of a fine liberal
arts education, some will want specific programs designed to train them for a
particular carreer. Others will want a small private oasis, away from the hustle
bustle of large state universities , while still others simply want four years of play
before facing the serious realities of life.
Whatever the reason, you have some control over the way in which your
investment is managed. If you choose to look upon the money payed out for
college as something you can actively manage to produce a return (yield),
several paths appear.
First, you can decide to do nothing but the minimumm- attend class -there by
allowing the University the dominate role in managing your investment.
Second, you can decide to share the management with the University 50-50, by
part-time participation; classes and limited extra cirricular activities. But
thirdly, you can decide that regardless of what anybody else does, your going
to double or triple your investement (returns) by being an active participant.
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, by Virginia Boyer

Opinion

Think about that for a moment .... tripling your returns from college ... think
about rewards three times as good as the ones you have been envisioning.
How do you do it ? By understanding what it means to be an active
participant- and then becoming one. To get started is the simplest, funnest amd
most time consuming part of the project. To be an active participant you have
got to be informed- aware of the things that are happening around you. You
can start any number of ways. But the four major sources of information
available to the students are:1) other students, 2) campus medias- KUPS, Trail,
Tattler, 3) ASB officers and commitee members and 4) University information
outlets, such as the Faculty, Administration and Staff.
Traditionally all students use at least one of these sources for information,
but very very few use them all. In approaching all sources of information, one
can get a varied viewpoint, insight on trends, and an understanding of
perviously misunderstood University Policy. But most importantly you can
gain an understanding of how to influence variables to produce a greater
investment return (yield).
To use your information best, you must look at your self, and ask what talent
do I possess that, when coupled with my information, will produce the greatest
return. If your a good athelete, pursue your sport actively. But don't stop after
you've played the game; catch your second wind and find some way to
increase your investment return further. If you think that spectator turn out
was low this season, find out why. See what can be done to draw a larger
crowd next season. If you need additional sports equipment, find out how to
get it. Don't demand the information- just cultivate sources. Understand the
variables that surround the problem, brainstorm solutions and finally
cont.on pg.17,col.1

:EN ALBERTSON
Representative
Res. 759-3268
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Security Blotter
Energy Grant Competition
Underway
Today,
a

SAFETY/SECURITY
WEEKLY REPORT
5-5-80/5-11 -80
4-28 at 2:30 pm: A Regester Hall resident discovered the theft of $100 in
cash from his room which had been
aft unlocked and unattended.

5-6 at 7:15 pm: A student discovered
the theft of her back pack and
contents (value $50) which had been
left unattended on the second floor
of the Library.

5-2 at 1:20 am, 6:26 am and 7:36 am:
Three student-owned bicycles (total
value $300) were reported stolen.
1wo of the bikes were taken from Aframe porches and the other bike
from the walkway on the south side
of Jones Hall. All of the bikes had
been left unsecured.

5-7 at 10:30 pm: A Union Avenue
resident was struck by a vehicle as
he walked across the southbound
lane of Union Avenue near North
14th street. The vehicle operator,
who has been identified and
contacted by the Tacoma Police
Department, left the scene of the
accident. The student was
transported to Tacoma General
Hospital.

5-4 at 1:00 am: A student discovered
that his car was burglarized while it
was parked in the North 16th and
Lawrence lot. His wallet and contents
were stolen.

5-8 at 4:00 pm: A large group of
students blockaded the North 14th
and Union intersection from 4:00 to
5:10 pm. Their actions served as a
protest to the City's refusal to place
a caution light or a crosswalk signal
at this intersection. They feel that
pedestrian crossing is hazardous at
this intersection.

5-5 at 5:56 pm: A student reported
that his bicycle (value $200) had
been stolen from the Todd Hall
lobby.
5-6 at 6:25 pm:
Safety/Security
personnel contacted a male nonstudent who had been reported to
have harrassed several female
students. The subject was
counseled and directed off campus.

5-9 at 9:30 pm: A student discovered
the theft of $35 in cash from her
wallet which was left in an unlocked
and unattended locker in the
Gymnasium women's locker room.

Winter/rn 1980 in Israel
A winterim program in Israel is
now in the planning stages. Rabbi
Richard Rosenthal hopes to lead a
group of UPS students to Israel for
study and touring. Israel, holy to
three of the world's great religions is
also a modern nation. The winterim

will search out the past and try to
understand the present.
If you are interested in participating in such a winterim, please contact Rabbi Rosenthal at Temple Beth
El, 5795 South 12th, Tacoma 98465,
or call the Temple, 564-7101.

IRU - Art Frame Co. Going Home?

student
initiated
intercollegiate energy conservation
competition, the first of its kind in
the nation, was awarded a one-year,
$12.000
Community
Energy
Demonstration Project grant by the
Washington State Energy Office,
The competition will be directed by
the
Washington
Independent
Student Consortium (WISC), the
organization
that represents
independent college and university
students in Washington state. The
goal of the project is tc reduce
energy consumption at the nine
participating
independent higher
education institutions by 23 percent.
The
intercollegiate
energy
comnetition will serve as the
catalyst to spark energy awareness
and conservation on each of the
campuses.
The nine schools will compete for
one year to save the most energy.
The percentage of decline in energy
usage will be tabulated and the
winning institution will be honored.
The project will be coordinated by
Doug Breithaupt, a third-year
student at Seattle University and
President of WISC. The students
plan to work with administrators
who have promised to channel
savings back to students. The actual
competition will begin in the fall of
1980, however, the organization for
the project is already underway.
Student leaders have come up with a
variety of innovative ways to cut
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By Peck Field
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Rape Relief
Pierce County Rape Relief is soliciting
volunteers to work on the 24 hour crisis
line. This crisis line is available for victims
and others concerned about issues of
sexual assault Advocates answer calls
through their home phone and provide one
to one crisis intervention, medical and law
enforcement advocacy, and information
and referral. Advocates may also choose
to become involved in public speaking,
community organizing, and training of
medical, police, and other professional
staff. We are specifically looking for
women available to work during the day
and people with an interest in issues of
etfrtic minorities, the elderly, or other
special populations.
The initial training will be held the
weekend of May 30th. Call Becki at 7261135 for more information and/or an
interview.

ISAT • MCAT • GRE
E PSYCH • GRE BID
• OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

Sr

Picture frames, gtas, mattes, .tc.

energy costs. Two examples are a
"Watch on Waste" column in the
student newspaper pointing out
areas on campus that misuse energy,
and
the
building
of
campus
recycling centers to make use of
waste paper and other reusable
substances. The nine participating
schools are:
Seattle University,
Gonzaga University, St. Martin's
College, University of Puget Sound,
Whitworth College, Pacific Lutheran
University,
Whitman
College,
Seattle Pacific University, and Walla
Walla College.

NAT'L MED BDS
FMG • FLEX • VOE
DB • NPB I • NLE
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CATIONAL CENTER
t Preparation Specialists
_____
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TFornformarion P/ease Call:
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With finals almost
over, lets kick back
and
enjoy
this
summer with some
good day hike ideas
and new shades
All at your Base
Camp Supply
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We've Got The Scoo
Commencement 1980

Honorary Degrees
This year, more than 700 students
will come together with faculty and
administrators to celebrate their
accomplishments in the University's
92nd annual commencement exercises
set for 2 p m. Saturday, May 24. Undergraduate and graduate degrees
will be conferred by Dr. Philip M.
Phibbs, president of UPS and professor of political science. All events
will he held in Memorial Fieldhouse.
The following individuals have
been selected by the UPS Board of
1 rustees to receive honorary degrees
for meritorious achievement in their
respective fields:

Philip Ashby BA., UPS, 1938; B.D.,
Pacific School of Religion, 1943;
Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1950;
former W.H. Danforth Professor of
Religion and chairman of the Department of Religion, Princeton University; former consultant, Board of
Education, India; author, Conflict of
trustee, Washington
Religions;
Commission for the Humanities.
Francis J. Gaibraith BA., UPS, 1939;
B.A., University of Washington,
1940; attended Yale University,
1948-49; former first secretary, Asian
Latin American and Caribbean Affairs, American Embassy, London;

ambassador
to
former
U.S.
Singapore and Indonesia; visiting
scholar, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, 1974; UPS
Alumnus Cum Laude Award, 1974;
international consultant, 1974present.

On Friday, May 23, the University of Puget Sound will host Senator Henry
M. Jackson as the 1980 Commencement speaker. The often controversial
and outspoken authority on American foreign policy will address graduates
and guests in Kilworth Chapel starting at 8:00 p.m.. Because of limited
seating, graduates are urged to arrive early to the Commencement address.

Constance Baker Motley BA., New
York University, 1943; L.L.B., Columbia University, 1946; former trial
attorney, NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund; former New York
State Senator; U.S. District Court
Judge, 1966-present; Board of Directors, National Committee on Discrimination in Housing; Board of Directors, Urban America, Inc.; recipient of more than 100 awards from
colleges and universities throughout
the country.

Henry M. Jackson, junior United States Senator from the State of
Washington, has distinguished himself during his 27 years in the Senate as a
"work-horse, not a show-horse" - as he likes to say.
A former Democratic presidential candidate, Jackson's service in
Washington, D.C. has been marked by efforts to strengthen the U.S.
militarily and to conserve our natural resources. Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, the Everett native has been
recognized for his efforts by awards such as the Medal of the American
Preservation Society and the John Muir Award of the Sierra Club. His
interest in national defense is proven, in part, by his authorship of a number
of books on the subject.
The recipient of an LL.B. degree from the University of Washington in
1935, Jackson receives an honorary degree as Doctor of Law during the May
1980 University of Puget Sound commencement ceremonies.

Jack E. Tanner BA., UPS, 1949; iD.,
University of Washington, 1955; U.S.
District Court Judge, 1978-present;
former partner, Tanner & Burgess,
attorneys at law; chairman, Academic
Committee, UPS School of Law;
Board of Visitors, UPS School of
Law; NAACP National Board of
Directors; former president, NAACP,
Tacoma chapter; Executive Board,
Washington State Democratic Party;
Advisory Board of Directors,
Tacoma Commercial Bank.

Graduation Events
Other events on the Commencement calendar inclu:

May23, 1980
4:00 p.m.
Rehearsal: The Commencement rehearsal will begin at 4:00 p.m. in the UPS
Fieldhouse. All seniors are urged to attend.
8:00 p.m.

I

ki

We Need You.I

Commencement speech by Senator Henry M. Jackson

May24, 1980
9:30 am.
Baccalaureate: The Baccalaureate will be delivered by guest speaker,
Reverend Jefferson Jackson, his son Scott, and other graduating seniors.
The Baccalaureate will be held in Kilworth Chapel.
10:30 am.

Want to broadefl your horizons
beyond academia? Give yourself
a chance to apply your knowledge
a n d e a r n a '/4 activity credit,
possibly some money, meetnew
friends, and havea great tim
uuIIu.I,IuuuIuhu,uuIuuu,IIIuuIuluI,IIIIIIu,luI Iuuului.

Become a part of the Media here at UPS. The
Trail and KUPS are seeking highly motivated and
responsible students to fill next year's staff
positions. If you ever wanted to learn the ins and
outs of radio announcing, news reporting and
investigation, advertising, and newspaper
production, or management - now is you
opportunity. Come down to the basement of the
SUB soon or early next fall and meet the Media
heads Lisa Martin of the Trail and Tobey Fitch or
Clenton Richardson of KUPS. They're eager to talk
and work with you.

Departmental Gatherings: Individual departments will announce locations
to student members.
11:00 am.
The Last Lunch: The Last Lunch will be hosted in the Great Hall of the
Student Union Building. Tickets for graduates and two guests will be
available in the Food Service Office beginning May12.
1:00p.m.
The Line Up: Graduates will assemble dressed in caps and gowns in the
Music Quad. If there is rain, graduates will meet in the Warner Street Gym.
2:00 p.m.
The Commencement Ceremony: The Procession will be led into the
Fieldhouse by bagpipist Joe Terkteling. Following the ceremony, there will
be a reception at the President's home in honor of the graduates.

Deta i/s
Caps and gowns go on sale May 5 through May 23rd.
Graduates desiring handicapped seating for themselves, parents, or guests
should contact Jeff Koontz at 756-3210.

Attention: Seniors, The 6 Ave. Run will be
on Friday May 23, starting at 6:00. We will
be meeting at Titlow beach. Get primed...
::S.eey.ou there!.!!
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Student Wins Fuibrig/it SchoIarshi, by Barb Proudfit
A University of Puget Sound senior
Business and Economic student has
been named the fourth Fuibright
scholar from the University in just
three years.
Michael Cummings will study International Economics at the
University of Basel, Switzerland, as
one of the 504 persons selected from
the 289() applicants for Fuibright
grants for the 1980-81 academic
v ear.
Language proficiency and an Outlined plan of study were required of
the Lastmont High School, Wenatchee, Wash., graduate. Cummings
drew from his background in Business, Economics, and German--one
of his minor areas of study at UPS--to
formulate his plan.
No stranger to international living,
Cummings attended a German secondary school for a year after high
school and participated in the ninemonth Pacific Rim program which
took the UPS student to 10 countries
his sophomore year with the
University. He has also minored in
Asian studies.
Cummings hopes to return from
his graduate studies in Switzerland
and attend Law School in prepara-
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Congratulations
Award W

NI

Herman Kleiner Brotherhood Award and Scholarship - Awarded to the student or students who
hive notably exemplified and fostered the spirit of friendliness and conimunity in the student
body - recipients are - Claricy Clizer and Gary Long.

charles T. Battin Award- Presented to a junior or senior who has displayed evidence of future
service in the field of government through personal participation --Award to Bill Hochberg
....S..........S.

Chimes Cup - Given in recognition of the student who has given the most unselfish service to the
University -- Award to John Oppenhimer
. .. .. .. .. S..... S.

Greek Woman of the Year Award - Awarded to an outstanding woman displaying academic
excellence, service to the chapter, excellence in character and service to the University-- Award
to Cindy Thompson

.................

Michael Cummings

Ralph Olson Memorial Award - Given to an outstanding senior t ra term ty
inspiration to the University -. Award to Marc Therrien.

tion for a possible career in international law.
Other Fulbright scholars are Ellen
Danes, 1978-79 academic year, for
study in Austria; Eva Porkorny, 1978Russia; and Freda Herseth, 1979Germany.

111,1 i)

in re ogn it ion of

.................
Oxholm Trophy - Given annu,illy to a group in recognition ot serve e to University -- Award to
Parents' Weekend Committee.

.................
Eric Spurrell Memorial Good Government Award - Originally, the Sigma No good government
award, and renamed for one of the 1975 avalanche victim', this ,sw,irrl is given to the student
who has done the most for the cause at good government -- Award to Tom Cummings.

1980-81 Student Budget

...........e.......
Spirit Trophy - Awarded to t lie pe rsi in or pe rsi ns who have (lone the rnos t t ii promote
spirit through extr,o on i( ul,ir a t vii is -. Awards to Olga Manos and Doug Weisbart.

On Thursday, May 8, the ASUPS Finance Committee submitted the 19801981 ASUPS budget to the Senate. The budget was presented by the
chairman of the Finance Committee, Steve Gerrodette, and passed
unanimously. Special thanks should be given to Clarence "Slim" Hubert,
Carl Perkins, Russ Greer, David C. Smith, Bob Hamilton, Bob Chapin, Olga
Manos, and Barbara Lunning for their efforts.
Steve Gerrodette

s

h ii

We Appreciate Your Effort

ASUPS BUDGET 1980-1981
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Pi Kappa Delta (Debate Team)
International Club
Spurs
Hui-o-Hawaii
Black Student Union
Model United Nations
Student Physical Therapy Assoc.
Assoc. Politics & Gov't Students
Search, Explore, Discover
Feminist Student Union
Total
ASUPS IN - HOUSE EXPENSES
Senate Workshops & Travel
Auditing
Copy Machine Lease
Equipment Maintenance
Equipment Purchase
Office Operations
Publications and Printing
Student I.D. Supplies
Honorariums and Salaries
Ditto and Copy Supplies
Total
tSalaries:
ASU PS President
ASUPS Executive V.P.
ASUPS Business V.P.
Senate Secretary
ASUPS Secretary
ASUSAdvisor

$300
805
415
1525
1925
350
175
450
140
255

$6340

1500
1200
2400
350
50
4750
1000
450
114,000
1500
$27,200
$2300
2100
2100
200
7000
100

COMPLETE LINE OF
BAKERY GOODS
• From
R!
• No w.pared

ASUPS PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Campus Films
Lectures
Showcase
Cellar Programming
Dances
Special Events
Sound and Lights
Equipment Maintenance
College Bowl
Tours and Travel
Popular Entertainment
Honorariums
Cultural Events
Total
OTHER PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Publicity Office
Expeditionary
Info Boothl 325
Van Maintenance
Total
MEDIA
KUPS
Trail
Tamanawas
Crosscurrents
Total

The Neighborhood Hero!

6000
8250
5000
2500
3200
2550
900
350
350
500
8750
2450
7500
$48,300
$2360
1000
1325
1000
$5685
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snacks

$143,295
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13070
14800
20600
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Year in Review
Opinion

by Jeff Crane

Another school year ends on May
23rd and as usual, the sports
program provided its "highlights"
that will be remembered far past
thai date From the controversial
player suspension that hampered
the football squad to a great showing by the varsity swimmers, U.P.S.
once again found its peaks and valleys. Many records fell and regional
playoff berths were plentiful, but no
National team championships came
to U P S; however, individual perormances did bring some national
1 hampions home. Bob Jackson, Vic
',wanson, and Wendy Hunt were
hree swimmers who captured the
(oveted title.
Football career records were broken by quarterback Ivy lverson and
halfback Wyatt Baker. The U.P.S.
ski team finished second at Nationals Also, the hoop team once again
made it to Regional NCAA playoffs;
and records fell to the track team as
U.P S. had generally a good athletic
year.
However, with these highlights
come the disappointments. Girl's
basketball,
and
soccer,
inexperienced
and
outmanned,
finished the season with great promise, but had a difficult early schedule. The football team created turmoil as a player suspension stemming from drug use grabbed much
of the limelight. (we'll refrain from
mentioning the, final score of the
Portland State game--bad day). As
Fall turned to winter, an optimistic
Logger basketball team looked toward a possible National Championship Intensity became a problem as
the talented Logger team lost in the
first round of the Division II Playoffs. Then came baseball season-oh, what a turn around from the
strong U.P.S. teams of the past. Having an entire season of bad breaks,
the U.P.S. diamond squad has a season record of 11-38. But here's a
more concise look at the U.P.S.
sporting season:
FALL
Football- Condisered one of the
top teams in the Nation, the Logger
football team did have a peculiar
year. The Loggers had won every
game at home and lost all on the
road until the final game of the season, beating Simon Fraser in Vancouver. Finishing 7-4, head coach
Ron Simonson's team started off
the season just like everyone expected, hot. Wins over Chico State, CalPoly Pomona, and arch-rival P.L.U.
pushed Logger hopes high. Heading
to Moscow, Idaho, the Loggers
tangled with the Division I Idaho
Vandals, losing 34-10. Then came a
demoralizing effort against Portland
State.
Scoring 35 points was not
nearly enough as P.S.U.'s offense
rolled over the Loggers to score 72.
That's right—seventy-two. In the next
two weekends, the Loggers beat
Southern Utah and was upset by
Eastern Washington. Then a week
full of suspensions and a loss to
Humboldt State.
Many individuals highlighted the
Logger season: Mike Raine anchored
the Logger defense with seven interceptions an& awesome display of
ekkMg. Ivy lver.son set.reerpa
.

ing and total yard records; and
Wyatt Baker set touchdown and
rushing records. A talented team returns next year.
Women's Volleyball- A successful
(17-10) season for the volleyball
team was highlighted with a first
place in the University of Alaska
Volleyball Tourney. Against two
Alaskan teams and Whitman, the
Loggers finished up the season by
taking the first place trophy. Coach
Roberta Wilson stated, "everyone
played to their abilities......Their 1710 record reversed last years 10-18
slate and was the best record in recent years.
Women's Soccer- With a season
record of 3-9-2, the lady booters,
showed good strength as the season
ended. Coach Bill Kuba was very
pleased with the Logger's season; "I
have never been so pleased with the
vast improvemnt of any team as
much as this one. We finished the
season playing excellent soccer."
The highlight for the team was Beth
Castagna--named to the All Conference Team.
Men's Soccer- Headed by new
coach John Duggan, the Logger soccer team had difficulty with the "Big
Boys" in their division. In a division
featuring the U of W, SPU, Oregon
State and other powers, the UPSers
finished 8-6. Chris Martin and Mark
Peterson played an important role.
Cross-Country- The UPS x-country
team competed in six meets plus regionals this year. Outstanding men
were Jeff Tramell, who averaged 525.8 permile, Tom Nolan; 5.26.0, and
Steve Gerrodette, 5.34. The top
three females were Angela French,
Rebecca Skelton, and Cindy Henry.
WINTER
Basketball- Returning all but two
from a quarterfinal team of the previous year, the Loggers were
extremely optimistic about their
rkn
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problem put a blanket on National
Led by Joe
Championship hopes.
Leonard (13.1 points per game, 9.8
rebounds), Roy Del Smiley (12.6 pts),
Eric Brewe (13.0), and Todd Burton
(11,1), the Loggers still presented an
intimidating team. With 110-64 and
122-69 wins over Eastern Colorado
and Montan Tech., the Loggers
looked as if they were on the way.
But, complacency struck as back to
back losses to Seattle University and
Central Washington nearly shattered
Winning big
all playoff hopes.
games but losing easy games
seemed to be the big problem for
the squad. Still, they finished the
Individuals that will
season 21-9.
keep the success going include Leonard, Burton, and Brewe, but add to
that the talents of Tim Taylor,
Wayne Ricarte, Norman Brown,
Brian Hopkins, and John Parisean
and they'll make up for the graduating seniors. Those seniors are John
Wilson, who averaged 7.2 pts. a
game, Smiley, Thom Stephens, and
Brian Wynn (Flyin' Byron—who was
easily the Logger crowd favorite).
Women's Basketball- Facing older,
more experienced teams, the lady
Loggers finished the season with a
.4iappo tg.4-4 8..re€oich .. 4.,00kng

good at the end of the season, they
expect to do much better next season. Though a losing season, many
records were set. Heide Hohmann
and Kelly Kranda led the record setting with Hohmann scoring the most
points (249) and hooping the most
field goals (109) than any other
Logger ever. Kranda had the most
field goals, most free throws, and
most assists (8-tied with Hohmann) in
one game. Hohmann set a school
record in assists by dishing out 57.
Men's Swimming- Finishing 4th in
the Nation, the Logger squad was led
by Bob Jackson and Vic Swanson as
they shattered 5 Division II records.
lackson swam the 4th fastest time

ever in the 100 breaststroke and was
voted "Swimmer of the Meet." Congratulations go out to all of the
swimmers who tore apart the Youngstown, Ohio pool; the indomitable
Mike McGoorty (co-captain with
Kim Piper), Loe Kosenkranius, Brian
Fitch, Swanson, Jackson, Tom Wick,
Aui Carmel, Joe Hodges (diver), Lyle
Nalli, Bob Moore, and Eric Woglemuth.
Women's Swimming- The women
took 24th in Nationals and Wendi
Hunt brought home two individual
National Championships. Next year
looks even more promising as the
women get stronger through
freshman.

Crew Hiqh/iqhts
A solid group of returning rowers
plus some hard working first year
men combined to give U.P.S. one of
its best years ever in rowing. Season
highlights were:
- Winning the "Meyer Cup" from
P.L.U. for the third time in 17
outings. - A third place finish at the Regional
Championships for heavy 8's man 8
boat field. UPS's best placing ever
for the "LaFromboiseCup."
- Victories by our heavy 8 over U. of
Oregon, S.P.U., P.L.U., Humbolt
State during the season.
- Victories by our Light 8 over Santa
Clara, P.L.U., U. of 0., Brentwood
during the season.
- Heavy 4 victories over, Oregon,
Western, Vancouver Rowing Club.
- Light 4 victories over, P.L.U.,
W.W.U., Reed, Lewis & Clark.

Photo by Greg Buckley

With seven rowers from the Heavy
8 returning, and six from the Light 8
the 1980-81 season could be an even
better one.
With only 3 rowers returning from the
the 1979 squad, the women's team had a
lack of experience rowing in senior competition, but did well in novice, first year
rowers, events. Season high points were:
1st Place women's flyweight 4 at the
American Lake Regatta on April 19. Depraving PLU & Greenlake.
4th place finish in A 10 boat field by the
women's novice 4 at Corvallis on April 26.
4th place finish in an 8 boat field wornen's novice light 4 at Corvallis.
5th place at Regional Championships by
the women's novice 8 in a seven boat
event
Returning novice & 2nd year rowers will
holdthe key to how successful the 198081
rowing season will be for UPS.

New Baseball Coach Hired
Two years removed from the
University of Puget Sound as a
player, but an assistant in the
meantime, Grady Fuson has been
hired as the Loggers' new baseball
coach.
Mike Dunbar will leave the post at
the end of this season to take a
position on the Central Washington
University physical education and
coaching staff.
The 24-year-old Fuson, from San
Diego, played his freshman baseball
at Mesa (Ariz.) Community College
and sophomore season at San Diego
Mesa, then transferred to UPS. He
was a second-team Northern Pacific

League all-star shortstop selection as
a junior in 1977 and first team
second baseman in 1978. He played
shortstop the last two summers for
Salem in the Class A Northwest
League.
He's
student
teaching
at
Bellarmine Prep and will get his P.E.
degree from UPS on May 24.
Indications are, according to
Fuson, that UPS will continue to
play baseball on the NCAA Division
I level and remain in the Nor-Pac.
"Now that my big-league dream
has been shot down," he remarked,
"being a coach is what I wanted to
end my baseball career doing."
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ball, three teams ended up sharing the title because they had identical
move were to have better officiation and the use of the new
records and no playoffs. These teams were Regester, the Fieldhouse
Hoopers, and the Hot Shots.
Soccer was moved up to the spring. The major reasons behind this
intramural field. Being a rowdy season with many complaints of poor
officiating' the year before, I.M. felt that it would be necessary to
have varsity soccer players referee the games. Since varsity soccer is
played during the fall, I.M. soccer needed to shift to spring to have
solid officiating. With better officiating, the games would be safer
and less reckless. However, no varsity soccer players ever refereed a
game. Instead, mediocre to poor referees did as good a job as they
possibly could, but why couldn't they do it in the fall? In any event,
Fat City won the soccer championship for the second straight year by
defeating the Kappa Sigs 4-1.
Softball, still underway,has been very successful. The playoffs are
to be held this week. The only negative aspect to the softball season
has been the scheduling of games on the intramural field. The size of
the field makes it difficult to play two games on the field at the same
time as many have been scheduled. Also, it doesn't take much of a hit
to clear the right-field fence which has been a factor in many games.
This has been a year plagued by setbacks of all kinds for the intramural program. Poor officiating, limited facilities, and inept administration have all contributed at one time or another to hamper any
smooth flow of events. Yet, we have survived another year; and
with any luck at all, the Intramural Department will learn something
from this year's mistakes.

I.M. Sports
The year in intramural sports, now almost completed but for softball
playoffs, has had its ups and downs, Excellent competition overshadowed lapses of poor I.M. organization.
In the fall, football was the major sport with soccer moved to the
spring. The season was postponed one week due to scheduling difficulties; then, one day before competition was to begin, the schedules
were totally redone. The question arose: why after a couple of weeks
to develop the first schedules did the I.M. office redo both the schedules and divisions in one day?
When the season finally began, the powerful S&M squad dominated
play in the men's division. They defeated the Beta Dragons 8-0 for the
championship. In the women's division, Tenzler defeated the Alpha
Phi's 18-12 in the final after beating the previously two-year
champions, Regester.
Winterim basketball was delayed almost two weeks because of the
construction of the new bleachers on the upper gymnasium floor. This
unfortunate delay was the result of broken communications between
theFieldhouserenovation crew and the I.M. planning staff. Feek House
prevailed as the eventual winners of the basketball tournament.
In the spriig, basketball was resumed. With a four game season,
here were the winners for the men's teams. In league A, the Bandits;
league B, Non-Supports; and league C, the Gang. For women's basket-

UPS INTRAMURAL TRACK RESULTS
May 7, 1980

Intramural Softball
Women's Softball:
Although
nearly half of the girls softball
games have been forfeited (eighteen
,out of thirty-eight games), a few
teams have braved the
unpredictable weather in an attempt
to reach the playoffs.
Here are some of the top
contenders: In division 1, the
undefeated Alpha Phi's with a 5-0
record have clinched first.place.
They are followed by the Gamma
Phi's, 4-1, who will be the other team
from division 1 entering the playoffs.
In division II, the Theta's, Tri Delt's,
and Fat City all have 4-1 reocrds with
one game remaining. These three
teams are battling for two playoff

spots.
In division Ill, the Power
Hitters with a 5-0 record have
clinched first place and are followed
by the Pi Phi's who are 4-1. Both
these teams will enter the playoffs.
-Edgar Elliott

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL RESULTS
FatCityv. Harrington
Thetas v. Kappa
A/I Angels v. Harrington

12-9
6-4
20-6

DISCUS

100 METERS
Men

Women

45.6
47.6
48.4
57.6
59.5

1st - Dean TaIley
2nd - Ron Bagby
3rd - Tighe Smith
1st - Mara Stark
2nd - Jill Hoffman
3rd - Pam Newman

11.65 Men
11.7
12.2
13.6
14.1 Women
14.8

111'l 1/2"
1st - Rick Guenther
2nd - George Winterscheid 1061"
3rd - Cora Clark
90'B"
3rd - Paul Baxter
ist - Lara Wood
667 1/2"
53' 1/2 "
2nd-Olga Manos

LONG JUMP

MEN'S SOFTBALL RESULTS
Emulak v. Citi Life
Law Boys v. SAE "B"
Beta "A" v. Chemistry
P.T. v. Sigma Nu
Big Woods v. Law Boys

400 METER RELAY
1st - TaIIey-Bos-Rainwater-Bagby
Men
2nd - Lindblad-Crook-Crandall-Bancroft
3r4 - Taylor-Hastings-Meyers-Smith
Women 1st - Hoffman-Thompson-Jenkins-Jacobson
2nd - Lindeman-Stark-Sherwood-Newman

13-8
13-2
13-6
25-2
8-7

200 METERS
Men
Women

Men

1st - Jeff Walters
2nd - Monty Carlson
1st - Karen Jenkins

24.6
25.2
Women

1st - Monty Carlson
2nd - Terry Sharrard
3rd - Spencer Hinson
1st - Mara Stark
2nd - C. Sherwood
3rd - Laura Wood
3rd - Olga Manor

19'33'/+"
187½"
18'6½"
13'8W'
121½"
11'8"
11'8"

400 METERS
HIGH JUMP

Women's Sports
Wallace, Sandi Weis, and Angela
The UPS women's softball team finished
Sheppard.
the season at 8-9 after two losses in the
NCWSA Diviskxi Ill Championships. With
only 3 lettetwinners back from the 1979
squad, the team showed highly
The University of Puget Sound finished
competitive play and great promise for third in team sconng, with 21112 points
net year. Highlights of the season would behind host Idaho's 48 and Eastern
oe a wui over cross-town rival P.L.U. and Washington's 31½, in the WSA Division II
qualifying for regional play. According to net tourney at Moscow.
bathng averages, outstanding offensive
The Loggers had three singles entries and
players were Katie Wallace (.5381 Denise a doubles in the championship finals. All
Eischeid (.4521 and Sandi Weis (.406 The lost but Lisa Keylor in No. 4 singles and
team was best known for an outstanding _Kay Archer-janet Larmore in No.2 doubles
defense whose standouts included Katie took consolation honors.

Tennis

1st - Randy Hettich
2nd - Vic Swanson
3rd - Greg Haffner
Women 1st- Lora Jacobson

Men

56.1
58.4
61.0
1:16

Men

Women

1500 METERS
Men

1st-Paul Baxter
2nd - Munty Carison
3rd - Torn Gunder
1st - Mara Stark
2nd- Laura Wood
3rd - C. Sherwood

5'8"
5'S"
5'8'
4'6"
4,4,,
4'2"

SHOT PUT

ist - DougHill
2nd - Hunter Bancroft
3rd - Dan Smith

Women lit - Lora Jacobson
2nd - Charlene Sherwood
3rd - Cora Clark

UNISEX STYLING

4:29.8
4:31.1 Men
4:32.0
5:39
6:09
6:32

Women

1st - Kyle Schwenk
2nd - Rick Guenther
3rd - Dave Kelly
1st - Laura Wood
2nd - C. Sherwood
3rd - Olga Maims

41'4"
40'4 ½"
34,9.,
26'lO"
25'l"
24'S"

LARRY BOWLIN

Swim Team Honored
The University of Puget Sound swimming and diving team were honored
guests at the Huntsman Restaurant on April 29, 1980. The event was
attended by the team members, parents, some of the high school coaches
and staff and friends of the University. In addition to a sparkling review of
one of the,most successful, award winning efforts by UPS, there was a great
time had by all and an inside look from the "deep end of the sport." These
young men are a very dedicated group and have a special comraderie that
can only come from too many hours in the water. Seriously, the coach and
these athletes do have a unique rapport and it is to be commended.
There was a slide presentation of the year and the culminating event...
The NCAA Nationals Division II, where the "Loggers" were outstanding to a
man. There were also some special awards made and the team co-captains
for the 198Q-81 were named. The scholarship awards were to Eric
Wolgemuth, freshman and Bob Moore, upperclassman. The team captains
are Mike McGoorty and Kim Piper. There were also desk sets for all
National participants and many broken record awards. The Phil Oki
"Swimming Recognition" memorial award went to Mike McGoorty. There
will be a team meeting in the shallow end of Wallace Pool and not a dry eye
will be seen.
.
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terdepartmentaI:

Photo Contest Winner

Softball Game Big Hit
Opinion

by Brian Threlkeld and Bill Hochberg

The Politics and Government inflicted a 6 to 4 whipping on the History Department in
the 3rd Annual Spring Classic at Jefferson Park Sunday, May 4th. P&G Coach Clairsy
Clizer commented, "It was a great win. Our defensive skills made the difference."
At third base, Jill "The Hoove( Hoffman gobbled up every ball flawlessly that came her
way. "Hoch (Bill Hochberg, the winning pitcher) really kept the ball dcwn," noted
Hoffman, "and even from my position, I could see the spin on the ball-hardly anything
went to the outfield." Also performing magnificently at first base was Paul Deffenbach.
Hit haiti by the absence of star pitcher Terry Cooney due to a bad cold, History had
"Terrible Ted" Taranovski fill in, who did an admirable job hurling, allowing one run in
two innings. Priscilla Regan scored from second in the top of the first, giving P&G a 1-0
lead.
In the bottom of the second, Scott Orr drove to second base, whence he was knocked
home on a triple looped to right field by Varsity Sports fugitive Brian Threlkeld, who
himself ran home off a single trickled out of the infield by Taranovoski. After two,
History led 2-1. Good fielding shortstop 'Boomin" Bob Erickson and third base Amy
Hoard put the scholars in a strong position.
The complexion changed with the arrival of Scott Jackson and Scott Burns, both
History students, though Burns went in with P&G for an as yet undetermined reason.
Jackson took over pitching for History, and the third inning was scoreless. APGS then got
one more in the fourth, to tie the game at two all.
The top of the sixth was the turning point For some reason, Scott left the mound to
back-up Suzanne in right-field; a bad mistake, as he didn't have a left-hander's glove
(hence, no glove at all), and History had no one else of his pitching expertise. Scott Burns
led off by smacking a long ball deep to center. Deep but not deep enough was
outfielder Threlkeld. Still struggling with a bad stomach virus, the alleged athlete
stumbled as he ran back to get under the ball, and it hit and rolled on. The throw came
in too late, as APGS grabbed a 3-2 lead. History quickly tagged them with two outs, but
the Terrors' previously sure fielders started fumbling, and P&G put on two runners.
Deffenbach sailed one to right over Suzanne's head to drive them home. One more run
crossed the plate when the mittless Scott J. was unable to handle a short outfield fly on
the bounce. P&G was finally put out, and finished the sixth up 6-2.
The seventh innings saw the return of Jackson to the mound, as APGS was blanked
both frames. History mounted a rally in the bottom of the seventh, with Orr driving a
round tripper to deep left-center to bat in a student base-runner, raising the count to the
final 64. The rally was then ghashed.
The outstanding player of the game was clearly Scott Orr. Belting out two doubles and
a homer, Orr was History's firepower. Moreover, he made an outstanding defensive play.
Expecting P&G's Mark Turner to pull, Orr had to dash from virtually the left field line to
the left center gap to hand in a hot smash from Turner's bat By surviving a severe
outfield collision with beefy Brian Threlkeld, Orr was able to pick up the most Valuable
Player Award. Jill Hoffman was a close second.
Ultimately, History's downfall came through a couple of critical breakdowns in the
outfield, and, frankly, a lot of sloppy infield play. However, with more discipline and
organization (and a purge of the revisionists), History expects to resume their form in the
coming year. P&G now leads the series 1-0-1. Two years ago, each team had a win, and
last year, the game was rained out before the required 5 innings were played. And, lest
we forget, kudos go to History Prof. Redmond Barnett, for coming up with the brew.
In a related development, the History faculty and students announced inquests into the
unexcused absences of David Smith, Walter Lowrie, and Bruce Altshuler. After a careful
review of the facts, all three were summarily found guilty, and sentenced to buy the beer
for next year's game (if you're still back east, Bruce, just mail a check).
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Kudos
Special thanks to typesetters: Keala Kaupu, Mary Ann Cooper, and Lisa
Ticknor. We couldn't have made it without you.
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This picture, entitled "Window Wonder" was taken
by Michael Caprara of UPS.
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Demonstration
Tacoma Police Department, met
with Hickey and Harrison Monday
afternoon to discuss possible solutions to the Union Avenue problem.
As a result of the meeting, the City
has decided to improve the lighting
along Union Avenue between North
12th and North 18th. The new lighting—involving installation of 250
watt sodium luminaries which will
be ordered to replace the existing
175 watt mercury vapor lightsshould take about six months, according to Tebaldi. The City also agreed to conduct a study of student
crossings and remove some of the
parallel parking spaces from the
most heavily used area (probably
14th and Union in front of the
Thompson Hall Parking lot) to allow
for greater visibility for both pedestrians and drivers. Finally, the City
engineers advised Hickey and
Harrison to put up signs to inform
motorists when they entered the
University area. Help in obtaining
permits was offered by the City,
according to Hickey.
Hickey expressed satisfaction
with the meeting and noted that he
felt the City was working in good
faith, but that the University,
especially the students, would have
to do their part as well. Hickey

Investment

cont. from pg.1
hopes to set up an education meeting with lnterfraternity Council and
Panhellenic and to send letters to
house presidents making them
aware of the situation.
Harrison expressed cautious optimism with the results of the meeting,
commenting that the City seems to
want to help, "but I'll believe it
when I see it." Asked whether he
saw any solution to the problem of
carelessness on the part of students
who became blase to crossing Union
Avenue several times each day,
Harrison responded that people
were more alert as a result of the
accident, but that he wondered how
long that alertness would last. "Peopie have to realize that it just doesn't
happen to anyone," Harrison noted.
Harrison is uncertain at this point as
to what role he will play in pursuing
a solution to the Union Avenue problem. For the moment he plans to
continue working with Hickey, but
suggested that a commission of students might be formed to follow up
on various aspects of the situation.
Overall, Harrison said, he is happy
about the results of the demonstration and about his work with the city
so far, but noted that "we are right in
the middle of things. Now we just
have to get something done."

cont.

from pg.10

organize support for your idea. Use your information sources to pass your
message to the responsible party. But don't leave it at that. If it takes calling
alumni for funds, or raising money through a special service or project- stay
actively involved. If you set out to do something, follow through, and be
prepared to log an extra few hours of what ever it takes.
When your work pays off (as it does when you actualize it's happening) look
back on what you have done, study what you can do with your recent
experince(investment returns), coupled with your ongoing information
gathering, and choose a new way to enhance your investment.
The process of managing the money payed out for college should be a
constantly ongoing project. It can be applicable to every student. Your efforts,
what ever you decide to do will also contain benefits for others.
If your are a Business student, intrested in advertising, you may decide that a
job at the Trail selling Ads, will give you that practicalexperience you need.
That you'll learn everything that needs to done to sell and produce ads should
be a given. That you will cultivate outside information sources to increase the
effectiveness of the newspaper is, simply a part of your expanding information
system. Applying your knowledge will reap rewards for you, the newspaper,
it's staff and the University. Your initial investment increases with the simple
application of that knowledge.
Over four years a $30,000 investment can help you alittle or a lot. External
from the rewards oí classes are the benefits to be reaped(return or yield) from
being an informed participant. Instead of complacently taking the average
return, decide on a 200 or 300 percent return on your investment. Become
invloved in making your University a tool in your efforts to reach your
aspriations and goals. If knowledge is wealth, then application is the mint.

"Side by Side"

cont. from pg.9

What I saw, to sum up, was two shows. The show that contained the fast-paced,
upbeat songs was nothing to write home about, it was only adequate, rather than
extravagant. On the other hand, the mellow portion of the production was quite
memorable. More than once I felt that funny knot in my throat and tingles of
emotion on my skin during a tender tune, whereas I was rarely thrown back in my
seat with wide-eyed dazzlement over a dynamic and electrifying moment
Perhaps the budget and limited space prevented a sense of bigness and flashiness.
Byron Olson's set enhanced the poignant aspect of the production with the lowgrade bar motif as catalyst for the psychological revelations of the derelicts,
dreamers and down-and-outers, but it fails in providing a background for opulent,
splashy show numbers. The precise playing by pianists Janice Ball and Dirk
Damonte seemed out of place in the two-bit joint as their command of the ivories
formed a tight team, which as far as I could tell was flawless.
Somerville and Winslow's direction was basically unexciting except for a slick
ending. Much of the movement of their actors seemed purposeless and unsmooth
and transitions between songs were sloppy.
The musical entertainment (and with a more responsive audience it should be
much more than that), closes this weekend. Tickets for all performances so far have
been nearly 100 percent sold-out, so if you hope to catch "Side By Side" (By
Sondheim) you had better not delay in contacting the box office at 3329. The
production caps. a. diverse , and prosperous season for the Inside Theatre.

Shakespeare
student committee organizing the
event and looking for ways to inspire
total university involvement. They
feel that Shakespeare and his universal themes touch upon every area of
academic endeavor and life for that
matter. They would hope that the
residency provides a rallying point
around which dialogue, thought
and discovery—using mainly Shakespearean works as the catalyst, but a
number of other options are available and not just for the English
and Theatre Departments, but Business, Science, Sociology, Psychology
and a good many other fields of study as well—could happen.
The faculty committee is comprised
of professors from a diverse scope of
disciplines: Jeffrey Morse and
Gordon Alcorn from Biology, Robert
Albertson from Religion, David
Smith from History, Thomas
Goleeke from Music, Ann Neel from
Sociology, Thomas Sommerville,
Rick Tutor and Kristine Davis from
Communication and Theatre Arts,
and Annis, Ralph Corkrum, Esther
Wagner, and Florence Sandier from
English.
The student committee includes
Sue Albertson, Megan Moholt, Jan
Godak, Keith Yeager, Harriet Ottow,
Rick Hinkson, Scott Mayes, Rebecca
Swan and myself.
The Actors In Residence (AIR) program offers all events. The pool of
AIR actors, from which four or five
will be selected to come to UPS,
reads like a Who's Who of the live

Dean of Students

cont.from pg.1
stage. The troupe presents three full
evenings of theatre performances,
two or three public lectures or oneperson poetry readings and five full
days of innovative teaching in classes,
workshops and informal sessions.
Both the student and faculty
committees are currently enlisting
ideas and support for including as
wide a spectrum of classroom involvement as possible. If you have
any ideas on how to make the
residency more effective or widereaching feel free to forward those
to your department head or any of
those on the faculty and student
committees or directly to LeRoy
Annis. Any input would be greatly
appreciated.
This is indeed a unique opportunity and special occasion; don't let it
slip by without taking notice or becoming involved.
The Bard himself had a few choice
words about latching on to an occasion that will meet some of your
needs.
(I) am right glad to catch this good
occasion/Most thoroughly to be
winnow'd, where my chaff/And corn
shall fly asunder.
Henry VIII, Act v, Sc. I, I. 109
(Cranmer)
Breshrew my soul/But I do love
the favour and the form/Of this most
fair occasion, by the which/We will
untread the steps of damned flight.
King John, Act v, sc. 4, I. 49
(c3lisbury)

cont. from pg.1

Applications recieved by May 16 are to be reviewed by the group and narrowed
down to10-15 applicants. At this time President Phill Phibbs and Clifford will join the
proceedings. By Monday, May 19, Clifford plans to conference call seven semifinalists with the Search Cimmittee. After these interviews, the group will then invite
3 or 4 finalists to campus May 20th through the 23rd. A number of student
interviews and evaluations will be taking place tuesday, wednesday and thursday of
finals week.
ASUPS president Carl Perkins is concerned that candidates for the job will not be
on campus until students are busy with finals, but feels that, "any student that is
really concerned will stay the last three days. As for any student who is not that
concerned I wonder how important it is to them." He added "I'm hoping that
enough students will consider it of a high enough priority that they will be involved in
the process."
A student task force has been tentivly formed to aid Perkins in deciding the steps
students should take to Provide their imput. According to Perkins, "Our main
objective is to get imput to the students (Little and Watsen) on the Search
Committee. This task force is to be comprised of a number of people, possibly
including the following students: Watson, Little, Mark Therrian, Tom Cummings,
Linda Williamson, Seve Harvey, Lisa Martin, Bob Rosner, Russ Greer, John
Oppenheimer, Clarence Hubert, and steve Gerrodette.
Clifford and Perkins appear to be the two individuals who will haevily influence the
selection process. What is Perkins looking for in a Dean of Students? "I'm not
looking for a yes man that will give into every students desire when he knows that it
will not be followed up by asministrative approval. What is needed is someone who
has a realistic perspective of student rights and will back them constructively,
someone who will look at every student as an individual as much as possible;0 and
yet I think it's important that when a student comes here he/she knows that there is a
general policy and that that policy will be maintained unless circumstances make it
necessary to take special steps."
While Clilfford agrees that the individual selected must be attuned to student
nedds, he views the position as twofold and places considerable emphasis on the
administrative role he will expect the next dean to fulfill. "1 want someone that
knows how to promote the personal well being and growth of students in the UPS
community, someone with an appreciation for the role of student services in the
academic process. Since I consider it a demanding administrative position, I need
somebody with effective management skills.., someone with exceptional
organizational talents." These are the qualities that are closely connected to the
search are concerned with. Students interested in getting involved in search should
contact either Little, or Watson of the Search Committee, or a member of Perkins
student task force.
The search is on. The work has begun and students are encouraged to attend inter views, forums and talk sessions with the candidates. ASUPS will provide evaluation
forms for students to fill Out following contact with the finalists.

EDITORS NOTE: Students are desparately needed to help overview
applications Please contact ASUPS President CarI'Perkins, at 756-3273.

THE COMBAT ZONE
F. S. Director offered Hilton position

Grim Decides to Stay
Food Services Director Dick
Grimwood recently turned down a
lucrative job offer with the Hilton
Hotel Corporation to remain at UPS,
TRAIL sources have learned. The
offer for a position as Food and
Beverage Director of the soon to be
opened Puyallup Hilton Resort
complex - scheduled to begin
operations concurrently with the
completion of the Tacoma "Minidome" - was the culmination of a
long search and careful scrutiny
according to top Hilton
management. "We had our eye on
Dick for a long time," explained
Puyallup Hilton General Manager to
be Brian Thomas. I began watching
him last spring," Thomas noted,
"and I could see through the window
(referring to the window outside
Grimwood's office) that Dick can
read the Wall Street Journal like
nobody else can. Then I interviewed
him about menus this fall and was
really impressed. I remember one
week when his menu could have
come right out of Cormet magazine.
The next week was just the same. So
was the next. In fact, they were all
the same! But it was the spareribs
that really sold me! One taste of
Dick Grimwood's spareribs and I
knew that nobody else could
possibly cook anything like that!"

Thomas expressed sincere regret
at Grimwood's decision to remain at
UPS, but his determination remains
undaunted.
"Dick may have slipped through
my fingers this time," Thomas noted,
"but I want his assets and I'm going
to get it, er, them."
Meanwhile, faced with the
possible prospect of losing
Grimwood, Vice President for
Student Services H. James Clifford
had named current Cellar Manager
Doug Weisbart successor to the
position of food services director.
Heir not-so-apparent Weisbart did
not seem upset at losing out on the
job, however. "Dick Grimwood
taught me everything I know,"
Weisbart noted, "and I'm glad he's
decided to stick it out, 'cause God
knows I've still got a lot to learn!"
Food Services Director Grimwood
himself had little to say about the
situation.
"My only comment," Grimwood
remarked, "is that you can tell how
much I love it here at UPS by my
enthusiasm for the job and the type
of work I produce. And I know that
the students return their gratitude in
kind."
Food Committee veteran Senator
Bob Chapin had no comment.
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"Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and has, as such, been
off from the rest of this newspaper. Any resemblance to any person,
;e, or other entity, with or without satirical intent, is strictty coincidental.

Alpha Phis Plan Excursion
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The Alpna Phi Sorority today
'announced plans for a special
summer study-excursion to the small
Hawaiian resort isle of Okomon-Ah
wana-Leiya. A special ornithic
luau will feature pit roasted Martin,
baked over stolen copies of the
TRAIL according to an Alpha Phi
spokeswoman. Asked if there might
not be some objections to the
proposed fuel, she demurely replied,
"Shoot - can't they take a joke?"

The spokeswomen also
announced that, to keep the Alpha
Phis in touch with their heritage and
further their education as members
of an academic community, the
vacation will include an in-depth
study of Milton's "II Penseroso".
Also slated for the trip are a series of
lectures by Politics and Government
Professor Pris Reagan entitled "The
Burger Court and Ways to Suppress
First Amendment Rights."

Two Reporters Slain
Alpha Phi and friends (?) gather to deiiionstrate against TRAIL activities. The
sorority is thought to have purged' several t hoiisa nd cop es of the IRA/Land
is suspected of complicity in the assassination of two reporters. A ZONEinvestigation is now underway: we will keep you informed of the latest
developments in the situation as they occur.

Two COMBAT ZONE reportens
were tound slumped over their typewriters yesterday, shot dead in apparent retaliation for a controversial article published two weeks ago.
The bodies were discovered each
with a chain of flowers around the
neck: between them was a
mysteriOus note reading: "For that

kind of stuff you deserve to be leied
out. - LOLA." Meanwhile, a third
reporter apparently committed
suicide after penning a letter which
said, "I didn't do it - but they
threatened to burn me in last week's
issue." Names of all three victime
are being withheld pending an
investigation by the surviving ZONE
staff.
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Meeting of the Minds:

Opinion
Cutting back to stop inflation was
the major theme of an important
economic policy speach delivered
by ASUPS financial Vice President
Steve Gerodette on the advent of
announcing the 1980-81 budget last
week. Gerodette noted that the
carefully prepared budget involving
decreases in funding for almost all
ASUPS organizations and activities
was tailor made to strangle most
aspects of student activities.
"Involving these issues of social
policy," Gerodette commented
"everyone wants more than their
share of the pie so we wind up
spending all our money. In fact, that
explains why we had a surplus this
year. The only remedy for the
situation is cutting back, and just to
be equitable we decided to kill
everyone at a single blow, that way
no one has cause to complain of

discrimination."
Gerodette went on to explain that
wasting ASUPS money on things
people might enjoy or benefit from,
the Senate decided to invest it in the
stock market. "We plan to choose 5
students by lottery," said Gerodette,
"and give them a free hand. But
we'll probably recommend silver or
Treasury Bonds."
"Anyway, we'll probably soon be
raising student fees," Gerodette
noted, "because with all our present
money going into silver, something's
got to pay for a raise in our salaries."
An increase in executive salaries is
obviously justified however. As one
of the Executive Triumerate put it:
"If you don't offer some money to
attract some qualified people, you'll
continue getting stuck with the likes
of us."
We couldn't agree more.

OD
Cyrano de Bergerac
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o Marx

owde
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cro

Bill Hochlierg

Woody Allen

One of the great intellectual films of the decade.
Coming soon to a theater near you.
Don't miss it!

Thesis Announced:
Drnjevic Formulates Fertile Plan

Security Blotter
Two men,

5-9 at 7:13 am: AFROTC attempts

resembling ex-professors Berlinski

coup in Jones Hall. Officer Gavin

and Thwing, were picked up by

hurls members of the Hudspeth

Sat tey and Security personnel. High

Youth out of Jones Hall tower. Plant

powered rifles, explosives, and

department worker makes clean

pictures of Missy and Bob Bianchi

sweep while two others watch.

5-5

at 10:30pm:

confiscated. Matter turned over to
Interpol.

5-8 at 7:00 pm: Student Senate
charge with robbery by FSU, BSU,

5-7 at 1:24 pm: Sue "Governance"

CIAC, and Mortar Board. Senate

Egge and Carl "Chastity" Perkins

turned over to custody of Tacoma

attempt to place Professor LeRoy

Police Department and transferred

Annis under citizens arrest for his

to Western State.

jot lamatory comments regarding
ASUPS and sex. Dr. Mike Veseth

5-9 at 10:45 am: Doug Bremner

called in to investigate and decided

arrested for loitering while in class.

to delay Ann is' promotion hearing.

5-10

at 11:13 pm:

Safety and

5-8 at 3:00 pm: Disturbance on

Security personnel observe suspect

Union Avenue. Bag of white powder

Scott Orr breaking and entering

ripped open during altercation.

rental

Several noses run over in scramble

detectors. Plant Department

to recover.

notified. Smoke detectors removed

houses

to

by order of Gene ElI jot-

install

fire

Ron Drnjevic is a UPS junior
whose ccncern for the environment
has led him to embark upon a
different kind of senior thesis.
Drnjevic, a vegetarian for several
years "because eating meat is a
waste of resources - it takes over 16
pounds of grain to produce one
pound of beef," has recently
dcc ded that his all plant diet is also
a mistake. "I started thinking one
day, about all the fertilizer that goes
into growing just one mushroom for
instance. I realized that eating
plants is an incredible waste of
energy: since each step in the food
cycle involves a loss in transfer of
energy, consuming a product at any

one point is less energy efficient
than would be conserving a product
at the previous point. So, I thought,
why not go back to the original
source - obviously that would be
most efficient. And then I decided
that instead of eating plants I would
just make a diet of what plants eat."
Asked if he had any qualms about
a steady diet of fertilizer Drnjevic
replied, "No, I don't think so...
People have been feeding me
bulishit ever since I came to UPS, so
I don't see any particular problem."
Drnjevic plans to expound on his
theory at length in a colloquium to
be held next spring.
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The Olympians Respond
From Mount Olympus to Judy Ledgerwood and Kathi Williams:

i-

Greeting.

It angers the gods that they should have to lower themselves to
respond to such despicable creatures as Judy "Medusa" Ledgerwood
and Kathi "Afro-dite" Williams and their respectively pointless and
boring letters; to do so they must adopt the physical characteristics of
mules.
Afro-dite's letter, the third in two issues of this scandal rag deals
with a fascinating topic: us. We are glad to see Afro-dite has found a
more relevant subject than her braided hairstyle and her unexcused
absences from the BSC. Afro-dite has sinned by stealing from
Pandora's Box the most lethal substanct known to mankind: hot air.
Medusa dares to criticize us for our glaring inconsistancies which
have been plaguing us since our first mistake: Eve. Medusa does serve
one major purpose: On Friday nights we only need glance at her to
get stoned.
We advise these two creatures to quench the wrath of Mount Helen,
who is threatening to blow her top over the possibility of Dixy's reelection. Though they do not fit the primary qualification, Afro-dite
and Medusa might find themselves chosen victims in lieu of more
appropriate material.
Loftily Yours,

The Pantheon
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TO DAY'S ARMY
IS GOING TO GET YOU.
If y o u are between the ages of 18
and 24 the Army would like to tell
y o u something.
We t h i n k you're
STUPID!
If you had joined the A r m y a year
ago you could have had a free ride
through college,a cushy job,and an
allexpensepaidvacationtoEurope.
Well, you blew it kid, because that's
all over now. Volunteerism didn't

work so the draft is back. And with it
c o m e haircuts a n d p u s h u p s a n d
"you can go to H ELL private, just do
Yes, all those I
what you're told!"
things we did to make you want to
join the army are gone. We don't
h a v e to do that anymore, because
nowyouhavetojoin! Today'sArmy
is going to GET you and there's nota
d a m n t h i n g y o u c a n do aboutit!

(HonorsprogramstudentswillbedeferredfOrtheleflgthOf
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